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Introduction 
HERBERT  GOLDHOR  
THEPURPOSE of this introduction is to justify pilb- 
lication of the papers which follow. There are at least three main 
reasons that such attempts to review the status and assess the trends 
in public library development are needed often and soon, even on the 
heels of the Public Library Inquiry. These are the necessity for flexi- 
bility in the face of changing social trends, the importance of a clear 
statement of goals and objectives, and the values potential in a program 
of research. 
Cultural lag on the part of any institution is inevitable. The best we 
can do is to minimize the gap between the demand and the response; 
the worst contingency is that the institution will become ineffectual 
and in time disappear. The hallmark of our western industrial civiliza- 
tion is change, often rapid and overwhelming. The magnitude of the 
technological developments of the last fifty years staggers the imagina- 
tion, and there is good reason to think that we are on the threshold of 
even more sweeping inventions and discoveries. These movements in 
themselves constitute a challenge to the library, but even more is that 
true of the patterns of behavior they produce. It is hard to think of 
any social institution which has remained static in the face of the 
volume and rapidity of such alterations in the last several decades, and 
certainly the public library has not. 
Looking backward we can see occasions on which the rejoinder to 
new social trends was made early and successfully; but when we 
confront the problems of our own age, there is uncertainty both as to 
the nature and probable duration of various social changes, and even 
more doubt as to the correct course to follow. The result is that an 
institution often operates according to social conditions once relevant 
but progressively less so. To minimize this lag requires persistent effort, 
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both to correct earlier views and to report new changes. There are 
various ways to do this job; President Hoover's Commission on Recent 
Social Trends represented one way, and the Public Library Inquiry 
used another. This journal uses yet a third method, that of summarized 
and evaluative reports by qualified librarians of what is being said 
and done in their profession. In effect this is the method of pooled 
judgment, with critical remarks by an observer. One cannot read the 
papers that follow without getting a sense of the social changes librar- 
ians have noticed, and a review of the adaptations they are making 
in response. To spread this information may help to spur advance on 
the part of other public libraries. 
A second main purpose it is hoped these papers will serve is to 
throw light on the goals and objectives of the public library. A clear 
statement of such aims is important because, correctly framed, they 
may be the fountainhead of policies and hence a guide to procedures 
and operations; they may determine the organizational framework of 
the institution; and, by definition, they alone can provide the criteria 
for measurement or evaluation. And in order to serve they must be 
expressed in clear, precise, and specific terms; they must be of such 
nature that attainment can be measured against them; they must be 
practical in the sense of being achievable, rather than utopian; they 
must deal with important aspects of the effort of libraries; and they 
must aggregate a unitary whole, and not remain a set of disparate 
items. 
It  takes little study to realize that public librarians have not thought 
through their purposes in these terms. As a result there is diffusion of 
aim, so that justification can be found for almost any activity; and 
often there is frustration, as a consequence of attempts to achieve status 
as an educational agency. It  perhaps is little wonder therefore that 
such formal goals as have been defined are given lip-service but no 
consistent role to play in deciding library policies, in influencing s tn~c -  
ture, or in measuring. As opposed to possible formal and ultimate 
objectives, every library improvises for itself a set of actual goals as 
a result of each decision and each change in organization. The Public 
Library Inquiry brought out the nature of these de facto aims through 
an analysis of concrete operations. It  made evident that if goals are not 
fashioned so as to determine policies, then day-by-day pursuit of 
policies will produce in effect the institution's real designs, however 
incomplete or contradictory. 
Introduction 
What more than anything else makes objectives useful and viable is 
their phrasing in terms of expected alterations in the behavior of 
people. Thus and thus alone can they serve as measuring sticks; and 
without gauging of movement toward an end we can but drift on the 
sea of subjective judgment. But to strive for changes in human behavior 
in such broad areas as education, information, and recreation is to 
attempt what is far beyond our presently available resources and skills. 
Several of the papers in the present compilation relate to the purposes 
of public libraries, and such summaries of thinking and action in the 
field should help in appraising from time to time the current progress, 
beside reporting the methods being used. 
It is natural that the library's goals may indicate much as to what 
social trends are relevant, and as to what responses or adjustments are 
most appropriate. I t  is equally clear that in striving to achieve desig- 
nated aims, various avenues are open. The creation of new methods, 
and the correct choice of available ones, can be aided by thoughtful 
consideration in advance, by trial and error, and by research and ex- 
perimentation. Of these, the last has been the most neglected in librar- 
ianship. Research here is thought of in its strict sense, embodying 
careful formulation of a hypothesis, and the devising of rigid tests of 
its accuracy; systematic collection of evidence; and continuous aware- 
ness of the difference between causality and correlation. 
The papers following, and indeed the whole conception of Library 
Trends, contribute to facilitating the use of the research method, be- 
-
cause one of the first steps in scientific investigation is to survey all 
relevant literature, knowledge, and experience. And that is essentially 
what has been attempted here. Some authors, in addition, have pointed 
out the problem areas most in need of attention, and indicated the 
most promising approaches to them. The papers have striven mainly to 
present a record of what has been and is, but it is to be hoped that 
the summary will also lighten the burden of those seeking new informa- 
tion through research. -
There are great difficulties in the path of such investigators, but 
there are equally great potential rewards. The successes in the physical 
sciences and in the social sciences generally should encourage us to 
apply investigational techniques to our problems. Every paper in this 
collection deals with an area in need of study; and the research needed 
not only is greater in amount than can possibly be done at library 
schools, but in many cases lends itself more to treatment by practi- 
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tioners and in the field than by students. If the public library is to be 
an effective agency, those directing it must be conscious continually 
of the major modifications in the society it serves. Such changes may 
be sorted out in the light of the institution's goals, and the evaluation 
of progress made is best done by the research method. These are the 
reasons the present collection of papers on current trends among public 
libraries is offered to the profession. 
Ob~ectives and Functions 
of Public Libraries 
MAR IAN  M c F A D D E N  
A REVIEW of the literature of the past twenty years 
on the aims of the public library leads one to awareness of the truth 
of the adage, "There is nothing new under the sun." Sometimes one 
idea is at work in a glare of light while another rests for awhile in the 
shade (perhaps changing costilme) but the main theories, ideas, prob- 
lems, and even accomplishments have altered only to a minor degree. 
Shera,l in a recent article, discussing the value of library history and 
mentioning Johnson's The Public Library-A People's Uni.t;ersity,%ays: 
"No one reflected that the very arguments advanced by Johnson, which 
then seemed so convincing, were almost identical with those employed 
a century earlier by Henry Barnard, Horace Mann, and others seeking 
to promote an incipient public library movement . . . but the popular 
faith in the self-education of the adult still persists, and if there has 
been disillusionment concerning the efficacy of 'reading with a pur- 
pose' and the generosity of Andrew Carnegie, faith has found restora- 
tion in the 'American heritage' and the benevolence of Henry Ford." 
If basic ideas in the public library field have not changed much in 
the last twenty years, they have at least been strong enough to survive 
in a world of changing forces, and mostly without benefit of Henry 
Ford. Twenty years ago there was a great economic depression; ten 
years ago civilization was locked in terrific battle; today it lives in the 
midst of a hot-cold war. 
During these several periods alert librarians could not be accused 
of unawareness of what was going on. Library literature reflects a 
dutiful shift of attention whenever necessary. During the depression, 
books and articles were written on the woeful state of finances, unem- 
ployment among librarians (several went so far as to predict that, due 
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to the lower birth rate, fewer children's librarians would be needed in 
the future), worn-out book stock, and unprecedented demand of the 
public for recreational reading. 
Retooling for defense became the watchword in 1940, reflecting the 
need for acquiring technical materials to help the workingman recap- 
ture skills lost during the jobless years. Soaring costs caused continued 
financial worries. The employment situation shifted from an oversupply 
to a lack of professional and clerical workers, and the high circulation 
figures of the depression period came tumbling down. These trends 
continued through the war, and are doing so today. 
The war years themselves showed the library's interest in civilian 
defense and various programs geared to obtaining victory. At the same 
time the American Library Association, looking to the future, created a 
Committee on Post-War Planning, which produced a set of public 
library standards and concluded with the volume, A National Plan 
for Public Library Service. "This book," Carl H. MiIam said in the 
foreword, "can change the course of the Public Library Movement in 
North America. In particular, it can hasten the day when there will 
be no millions without good local public library service." 
The report of the Public Library Inquiry, its seven volumes appear- 
ing in the years 1949 to 1952 under the direction of R. D. Leigh, fur- 
nished a summary of past failures and successes, gave impetus to 
continued planning for action, and provided some publicity for the 
state of libraries in the country. For instance, it stimulated such articles 
as "What's Wrong with 011r Public Libraries." Despite the furor 
with which it was received in some library circles, however, it did not 
present too much that was new; it mcrely placed a mirror before the 
public library and made clear the facts revealed in the survey. 
I t  is curious and sometimes refreshing to look back on the last 
twenty years and find that some of the problems that plague the library 
today have been modified little, if any, during the two decades. There 
is always a lack of enough funds to carry out projects, as is probably 
true of most tax-supported institutions; and even though relief ]nay 
come by consolidation into large units of service, there is little reason 
to believe that libraries will be affluent, even in the distant future. 
During the depression there were more librarians than could be em- 
ployed on curtailed budgets, but we seem to have passed from a period 
of too much help to too little. as have other professions. Even in the 
1930's there was much discussion in regard to separating professional 
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and nonprofessional tasks in order better to utilize staff energies. 
During the same years and continuing to the present time, more and 
more mechanical equipment has entered the library and been fitted 
to its peculiar needs. If one dared predict a trend for the future, it 
might be that personnel requirements would call for a higher percent- 
age of professional librarians, with fewer and more skilled clerks oper- 
ating the machines. 
Certainly if the public library is to move nearer to its objectives as 
set down from the beginning up to the Leigh report, there will be more 
and more need for trained librarians, and highly specialized ones at 
that. Bryan 13 in The Public Librarian summarizes the desirable quali- 
fications as follows: "1) The librarian should be comparable in intel- 
lectual caliber, education, and personal qualifications with other social 
and educational leaders. . . . 2 )  He should be qualified, both in under- 
standing and in personality to integrate the library with other commu- 
nity activities. . . . 3)  He should have not only a broad intellectual 
equipment but also specialized knowledge in chosen fields." Surely the 
search for such personnel will tax the budget and the ingenuity of the 
profession for a long time to come. 
Censorship seems to be a problem peculiar to the confused thinking 
of the era in which we are now living. But is it? A letter written by 
a librarian answering a complaint about a volume including obscene 
language found in a branch collection contained the following: 
Certain books are sure to be under fire. If the Library has them, it 
is criticised because they are objectionable. If the Library does not 
have them, it is criticised for its censorship. 
In dealing with this problem the Library makes a distinction between 
Central and branches. The branch libraries are relatively small popular 
collections, where all books are on open shelves to which everyone has 
free access. In selecting books for them a more rigid standard is ob- 
served. . . . [At the Central Library] the size of the book collection 
and the nature of the service require a different arrangement. There 
we feel freer to place books of all kinds, including some about which 
people may differ strongly but which they may rightly expect to find 
in the public library of a city. . . .7 
That was not the librarian of Detroit, Michigan, speaking in 1951.8 
It was the librarian of Rochester, New York, writing in 1930. There is 
no indication, at least in print, that those remarks aroused a tempest 
in 1930. 
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In 1939, at the American Library Association Conference in San 
Francisco, a Library Bill of Rights was approved by the Council. The 
Bill was expanded in 1948, but the essential spirit was in the 1939 
statement. The Bill of Rights has been a guide and a help to librarians. 
From it and within its spirit, all libraries can prepare statements geared 
to their own communities, which, at the same time, will give them 
some kind of a safeguard in those communities. I t  does not and cannot 
provide a clear distinction between book selection and censorship. 
With the ever-increasing mass of printed material pouring off the 
presses, the problem of selection itself grows greater and the con-
scientious librarian, sincerely wishing to present all sides of an issue 
and remain liberal in his viewpoint, has a hard time with his choices 
and his budget. 
I t  would seem that, in the last analysis, the problems of censorship 
and book selection are neither new nor entirely soluble. The best hope 
lies in competent librarians, alert to the real needs of their own com- 
munities, courageous in their convictions, able to deal with each 
problem as it arises, and willing to assume responsibility for their 
decisions. One of the outstanding instances in which a library comes 
to grips with this problem appears in the 1950 statement of policy 
for book selection at the Enoch Pratt Free L i b r a r ~ . ~  
The reports of the Public Library Inquiry, especially Rerelson's 
The Library's Puhlic,lo caused a stir even greater than Ulveling's 
statement * on book selection policies. Actually most of the discussion 
revolved around another old problem, i.e., what the people want versus 
the educational objective of the public library. Alvin Johnson had 
spoken on this in 1938, and he had carried forward the basic ideas 
expressed by Learned l1 several years previously. Johnson even went 
so far as to suggest that libraries would probably have to get out 
books of their own to do the right kind of a job in adult education.12 
To show further that the idea of relinquishing some recreational 
ephemera in order to assume a more educational role was not new 
in 1949, here are a few quotations, picked almost at random from the 
literature on the subject. In 1934 Samuel H. Ranck,13 forecasting 
library service twenty years ahead, said, "First of all I am a confirmed 
optimist, to the extent that I believe that in the long run libraries and 
education generally will be financed in accordance with the extent to 
which the public feels that it is getting service of permanent value 
from these institutions; in other words, the libraries of 1954 are going 
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to stress more than ever the things of permanent value to society, 
collectively and individually, simply because they will be obliged to in 
order to get adequate financial support." 
Carl Roden,14 in 1939, describing the library of tomorrow stated, 
"Standards for the book collection in the library of tomorrow will, it 
is predicted, place greater emphasis upon its educational function." 
Also in 1939 A. J. Nock,15 in an article entitled "America's TOO-Public 
Libraries," said, "Still less do I see why it [the public library] should 
stock the current best-sellers or any of the ephemeral stuff which our 
presses turn off in quantity, and which is of no conceivable value to 
anybody, except as a pastime. Aside from the book-clubs, which do 
a pretty good business in that sort of literature, we have no end of 
circulating libraries which furnish ephemera at a very cheap rate, not 
much more than it is worth. If a person wants something to read 
merely to waste his time, I cannot see why he should have it at public 
expense." And in reply H. M. Lydenberg lCsaid that libraries were 
coming to some of the things Nock said they should be recognizing. 
Libraries in general seem not to have traveled very far along this 
path by the time the Berelson report was published. Certainly it high- 
lighted the problem and, if it did nothing else, led to discussion among 
the rank and file of librarians as to what the educational ends of the 
library should be. Still, to a great number of people working in public 
libraries today, the one purpose is to give "the people what they want." 
On the surface this might seem to be the most noble aim of all, but 
unfortunately it is usually interpreted to mean the ephemera which 
Nock and many librarians decry. There is no indication that the 
Berelson report will bring a change of policy in many libraries, or 
even that this could be achieved by a study to ascertain what the 
library can best do to help its community. Nevertheless the shock has 
been healthy, and if repeated enough times will certainly have some 
effect. Here again, however, as in the problems of censorship and book 
selection, it will take more well-trained librarians, specialists in many 
fields, to swing the library into full action in the adult education area, 
which includes worth-while recreational reading. 
During the last twenty years, many public libraries have definitely 
expanded beyond the idea that books alone were the medium with 
which they were concerned. Audio-visual materials, recordings, and 
other communication and educational media have become a part of 
today's library collections, and this by no means is confined to the 
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larger cities. Yet, in themselves, such items are of little use unless well 
chosen and well used by librarians trained to select and handle them. 
In the end, they only make the problem of book selection--or materials 
selection-more difficult. Microfilm, microcards, and whatever other 
devices the future may hold, do and will enrich the library's collection, 
saving it cost and space. Yet even they will not produce a basic change, 
at  least for a long time to come. H. M. Lydenberg,17 after describing 
various mechanical devices which may be possible in the future, writes, 
"Back of the book is the spirit of the man with the message, the spirit 
of the reader hungry to see or hear it. That spirit has been with us long 
enough to make us sure that no matter whether we know what books 
will look like three hundred years from now, no matter whether we 
know how they will be shelved or read or used, we are sure that books 
in some form will play as important a part in the intellectual and 
cultural life of the community then as they do now, as they have done 
for the past three hundred years. And the librarian will play as im- 
portant and as responsible a part in their interpretation as he has for 
the past three hundred years." 
Thus, some of the problems that have plagued libraries during the 
long past will probably continue to worry them in the long future. 
Primarily they seem to center in finance, book or material selection, 
and adequate personnel-the basic needs of any library. To a great 
extent the two last mentioned are dependent upon the first. This does 
not reduce all library problems to dollars and cents, but it does indicate 
the great need for stronger financial foundations. As regards advance, 
the situation is not hopeless. Stronger public libraries, built through 
expansion of areas of service and consolidation of small units, offer a 
partial solution. True expansion of a new idea and unifying of en-
trenched community ideas are slow processes, not alone in the case 
of libraries. Nevertheless, too much progress has been made by the 
public library to lead one to believe that there will be retreat in the 
foreseeable future; but even if it moves forward rapidly, the problems 
of finance, selection, and personnel will still exist and be written about. 
They can present a challenge for a long time to come. 
If the problems of the public library and the search for its proper 
functions have changed little in the past, what of its over-all objec- 
tives? Have they altered, as so much in the world at large has moved, 
from old ways to new? 
In the summary volume of the Public Library Inquiry, The Public 
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Library in the United States,18 a list of purposes is cited, based on 
those proposed by the Post-War Planning Committee and approved by 
a group of librarians with only minor dissent. These include assembling, 
preserving, and administering books and related educational materials 
in organized collections; serving the community as a general center of 
reliable information; and providing an opportunity for all people to 
educate themselves continuously. Regarding them Leigh says: 
Setting this current statement of public library objectives alongside 
the librarian's historic faith reveals a strong family resemblance be- 
tween the two. The individual and social values which derive from a 
reading of books is central to both. But in the newer statement of 
objectives there are significant extensions of the traditional definition 
of purpose. The public library's function is explicitly broadened to in- 
clude other materials of communication, including non-print materials. 
Perhaps more important, the faith in the mere presence of a com-
munity book collection as a power to change people's ideas, attitudes, 
and tastes is now transformed into a positive program for libraries to 
guide, stimulate, and promote public use of public library materials 
for educational ends.l9 
From the time of hllelvil Dewey to the publication of the Leigh 
report, purposes have been stated and elaborated over and over again. 
Though many of the public libraries that dot the land have stumbled 
only slightly in the right direction, certainly the future will find a 
greater acceptance of the true functions of the tax-supported public 
library. Expansion and strengthening of service, whether begun with 
aid from the federal government or at the grass roots, constitute too 
strong a movement to be completely stopped. The public library is 
moving forward, though it still has a long way to go. 
If trends seem to have altered little through the years, this does not 
mean that the library is a static institution. The explanation is simply 
that the original objectives were so large and distant that they call for 
dynamic action over an extended period. 
Arthur Bostwick 20 said something two decades ago which stands 
unchallenged today and can furnish an excellent credo for the future. 
"The library in a changing world is . . . , and will continue to be, a 
changing library, but no matter what happens to it, it will continue to 
be a collection of books and other forms of recorded thought, which 
it makes available in the highest possible degree not only to those who 
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desire to use it, but to those who need it and have not yet become 
awakened to that need." 
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Adult Education and the Public Library 
C. W A L T E R  S T O N E  
THEROLE of the public library in tomorrow's adult 
education is not yet determined. Much has been tried in the past. New 
goals are now being formulated. Existing programs have been inven- 
toried and something is known about them, such as who participates, 
and why. Virtually nothing objective is known about the effects of 
library service in adult education, however, and new tools of measure- 
ment are being sought. The author believes that two prime keys to the 
future educational importance of the public library as a social insti- 
tution will be found in development of its functions in program plan- 
ning and community research. It  is assumed that these will supplement 
established service to the individual and the library's own programs of 
discussion and informal study. 
I t  is the purpose of this paper to identify some of the trends in 
public library thinking which have determined the library's place in 
adult education, and to weigh their importance. While such education 
as promoted by libraries has spread widely during recent years, estab- 
lishing a considerable diversity of projects and programs, ideas repre- 
senting the most significant trends observable in 1952 are not new. 
They do, however, give eloquent testimony to a quarter century of work 
by pioneers. Cultural lag has been all too evident in the struggle to 
obtain general acceptance among librarians of the library's responsi- 
bilities for adult education. Perhaps the most remarkable fact has 
been that so much good work was actually done for so long by 
so few with so little support. The modest but encouraging gains of 
recent years are a tribute to foundation money and to the vision, per- 
sistence, and continuing service of a small group of individuals working 
both in and out of the library profession. One of the most indefatigable 
and articulate of these pioneers is Miriam D. Tompkins, who set up 
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in Milwaukee in 192% the first adult education department so identified 
in a public library, and who, a quarter of a century later, in 1950, was 
helping to write the Unesco pamphlet Adult Education Actiliities for 
Public Libraries.l 
Despite the fact that the public library as an institution was con- 
sciously established in the United States as an instrument of adult edu- 
cation, the earlier European traditions of custodianship are still 
honored in practice, although with decreasing reverence. Noting early 
pleas for development of public library services in New England 
and the underlying idea of a general community institute, which 
prompted so many of the earliest Carnegie grants for establishment of 
public l ibrarie~,~ it is difficult to understand why more attention has not 
always been given the educational work of librarians. The concept, if 
not the term "adult education," was enunciated as the prime responsi- 
bility of the public library as early as 1850, and was clearly implied 
by Melvil Dewey in 1876. Justifying librarianship as a profession in 
the first issue of the American Library Journal, Dewey wrote: "We 
hold that there is no work reaching farther in its influence and deserv- 
ing more honor than the work which a competent and earnest librarian 
can do for his community. The time was when a library was very like 
a museum, and a librarian was a mouser in musty books, and visitors 
looked with curious eyes at ancient tomes and manuscripts. The time 
is when a library is a school, and the librarian is in the highest sense 
a teacher. ..." 
The educational needs of the urban wage earner and his family were 
the main spur to development of free public libraries in nineteenth- 
century America.& But as libraries increased in number and reading 
publics grew, problems of a technical nature began to absorb the time 
and attention of librarians. What had begun as a relatively informal 
and personalized service became increasingly mechanical and im-
persona1.l It finally required philanthropy to put librarians back on 
the track. 
In a very real sense, adult education and adult education in the 
library, as well as initial support of the library movement itself, are 
products of philanthropy. Without slighting the prior role of chau- 
tauquas, lyceums, women's clubs, Americanization programs, and busi- 
ness and labor organizations in crystallizing the adult education move- 
ment, it may be that a small grant of two thousand dollars by the 
Camegie Corporation in 1924, for publication of William Learned's 
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memorandum to the president of the Corporation on problems ot 
the public library, marked the real beginning of organized library 
adult education in this country. One result of Learned's work was that 
in July of 1924 the American Library Association appointed a Com- 
mission on the Library and Adult Education. Funds provided by the 
Carnegie Corporation in the amount of $24,500 made it possible for 
the commission to conduct special studies and investigations, hold 
frequent meetings, publish several bulletins containing some of its 
preliminary findings, and, in 1926, print an extensive two-year survey 
of Libraries and Adult Ed~ca t i on .~  
During 1924-25, the Carnegie Corporation also carried through a 
program of exploratory study to determine whether there was sufficient 
commonality of interests and activities on which to base the estab- 
lishment of a national adult education association comparable to that 
which had flourished in England. After a series of regional meetings 
endorsing the proposal, delegates assembled in Chicago in 1926 to 
form the American Association for Adult Ed~ca t ion .~  
In all, the Carnegie Corporation gave some sixty thousand dollars 
specifically for development of the idea of adult education in libraries 
in the decade following 1924.Wor is this all, since it does not take into 
account large grants made to the American Library Association for 
general purposes, some of which went for the activities under dis- 
cussion. The dates of other grants given by several foundations could 
well be cited as charting the subsequent history of the adult education 
movement in America. Certainly, the advent of the Ford Foundation 
in 1950, which spent more than three million dollars on adult educa- 
tion in its first six months, has breathed new life into all adult educa- 
tion, including library programs. 
The importance of Learned's study in 1921-23 cannot be over-
emphasized. Considered controversial because of the weight given to 
education, it continues to be regarded as the single most thought- 
provoking blueprint for future development of the American public 
library. Many of its challenges are still unmet. Following what seemed 
to him the logical thread of Andrew Carnegie's dream, Learned set 
forth a concept of the public library as a "community intelligence 
center," by which a system of regional cooperation and special em- 
phasis on personalized service would bring into focus the available 
cultural and informational resources. Films, recordings, museum ex- 
hibits, lectures and forums, road maps, and art works would all be 
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included, and Learned found it difficult to believe that any town sup- 
porting a good high school would not eventually make corresponding 
provision for its adult population. 
Librarians responded to the first challenges of the newly organized 
adult education movement by setting up reader's advisory bureaus, 
forerunners of many adult education and community service depart- 
ments in libraries where departmentalization rather than diffusion of 
adult education responsibility has since prevailed. Between 1922 and 
1926, reader's bureaus and adult education services were instituted in 
the public libraries of Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Indianapolis, 
Los Angeles, Milwaukee, and Portland (Oregon).lo By 1935, there 
were sixty-three professional reader's advisers at work in forty-four 
libraries." Their main functions were preparation of reading courses 
and study outlines for individuals, assistance to teachers and students, 
and cooperation with discussion groups. hlany of them placed heavy 
reliance upon the Reading with a Purpose series of guides to readable 
books, when these became available.12 Commencing in 1925, such 
guides were issued by the American Library Association, at the rate 
of one a month, and were continued for approximately ten years. Then, 
for reasons not clear to the author, since the project sold over 850,000 
guides and became self-supporting in five years, the series was dropped. 
While Learned's arguments did receive considerable attention and 
stirred up much interest at the time of publication, librarians built up 
their initial programs of educational services along the lines of the 
more conservative recommendations given in 1926 by the Commission 
on the Library and Adult Education. In summary, the commission was 
of the opinion that the public library should lay most stress upon 
service to the individual, and should concentrate its attention upon 
serving the adult education programs of other groups rather than 
sponsoring "library's own" programs.l"hese recommendations not 
only reflected the character of most adult education activity among 
librarians at the time, but fixed the nature of such work for many years 
to come. 
In 1927, its survey function having been accomplished, the com- 
mission was dissolved and a Board on the Library and Adult Educa- 
tion was created by A.L.A. to continue the studies inaugurated by the 
commission and to provide information and an advisory service for 
librarians interested in developing their educational work. In addition 
to continuing bimonthly publication of Adult Education and the 
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Library, the new Board stressed the need for production of readable 
books, and urged librarians to work for the broadest possible extension 
and coordination of educational services for adults. Renamed the Adult 
Education Board in 1937, it offered continuing inspiration. advice, 
and leadership under the general guidance of John Chancellor, spe- 
cialist in adult education for the American Library Association until 
his resignation in 1941. 
One other event of the twenties should be mentioned. During 
much of its early growth, adult education was plagued by the popular 
belief that adults could not learn. It  was held generally that after one 
reached legal majority he was virtually uneducable. Certain of the 
falsity of this premise, leaders in the field of adult education persuaded 
Edward L. Thorndike, with the aid of a grant from the Carnegie Cor- 
poration, to direct a series of experiments to determine the character- 
istics and potentialities of adult learning. The results of two years of 
research were published in 1928 under the title, Adult Learning,14 
and scientific evidence was at last offered to show that older men and 
women could acquire new knowledge and skills if they so desired. 
All told, the beginnings of adult education were auspicious and 
boded well for the future. Many librarians were active participants. 
Reviewing a ten-year period, in 1935 Morse A. Cartwright, Executive 
Director of the American Association for Adult Education, wrote that 
the history of adult education in the library had kept pace precisely 
with the history of the adult education movement itself. "Evidence 
abounds that the more forward-looking of the librarians are seeing 
their opportunity and seizing it. I t  is not too much to say that the 
library, with informality as its keynote, is the most potent single force 
for adult education in America today."15 However, it should not be 
thought that this point of view was uncontested or even represented a 
professional majority. In 1933 the president of the American Library 
Association wrote: ". . . if we library workers view ourselves and our 
work in proper perspective, we must realize that we are not educators 
but rather the caretakers of important instruments of education." l6 
To propose carrying library service very far beyond provision of read- 
er's advisers, maintaining a calendar of adult education opportunities, 
and supplying books for adult educational uses, was to challenge a 
conception of the library's function which is still cherished warmly by 
many in the profession.17 
More than two hundred articles and several books on libraries and 
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adult education were published during the thirties, giving general sur- 
veys of thinking and action in the field. In 1935, the Macmillan Com- 
pany issued Cartwright's Ten Years of Adult Education,ls a report 
on progress of the movement seen through the eyes of a leading figure 
in the field. Adult Education in Actwn,19 a collection of articles which 
with one exception had previously appeared in the Journal of Adult 
Education, and a Handbook of Adult Education in the United States,2O 
reviewing a cross section of adult education activity, were both issued 
by the American Association for Adult Education in 1936. A previous 
edition of the Handbook had appeared in 1934. The Role o f  the 
Library in Adult E d u c a t i ~ n , ~ ~  papers presented before the Library 
Institute at the University of Chicago in 1937, together with Lyman 
Bryson's Adult Education 22 and Helping Adults to Learn,23 the latter 
a general survey of the public library in action done in the manner of 
the 1926report of the Commission on the Library and Adult Education, 
rounds out the decade. 
Outstanding among books produced at  the time, ranking second only 
to Learned's The American Public Library and the DifluszUSZon of Knowl- 
edge, was a provocative little report prepared in 1938 by Alvin Johnson 
entitled The Public Library-A People's U n i ~ e r s i t y . ~ ~  A distinguished 
educator and nonlibrarian, Johnson set out at the request of the Ameri- 
can Association for Adult Education, aided by another special grant 
from the Carnegie Corporation, to find indications of how libraries 
were actually functioning in the adult education movement, how 
librarians felt about developing work of this kind, and what the future 
position of the library might be.25 Basing his report on findings gleaned 
from direct visits to twenty-three libraries and indirect reports on 
seven more, Johnson was forced to conclude that while the adult edu- 
cational activities of public libraries were, in the aggregate, impres- 
sive, no single library had yet come anywhere near developing the 
possibilities within easy reach. 
Despite this situation, the logic of the library's position in the com- 
munity led Johnson to extend the concept of the public library to 
embrace the functions and responsibilities of a people's university. 
After weighing the likelihood of developing an effective system of adult 
education through the public schools, colleges, and universities, or 
through an independent educational system of the various tentative 
private and cooperative plans then in operation, Johnson concluded 
that the only reasonable scheme was to develop the public library into 
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a permanent center of adult education. While public librarians had 
often yearned to be ancillary in adult education, Johnson felt there was 
nothing for them to be ancillary to. His views, like those of Learned, 
are still subjects of controversy, although the advent of the community 
college gives them less force in present-day thinking. 
The picture of public library service which led Johnson to see it as 
the nucleus of a popular university is reflected fairly well in a small 
pamphlet issued by the Adult Education Board in 1940. Through Ex-
periments in Educational Services for Adults,26 the Board hoped to 
stimulate interest and encourage the raising of standards. In its thirty- 
four sections this bibliographical guide covered a wide range of adult 
educational interests and activities and considered such matters as 
development of popular libraries, remedial reading clinics, bookmobile 
service, motion pictures in the library, the library psychologist, exhibit 
and display work, educational objectives for the adult lending depart- 
ment, and cooperation in adult education among several small neigh- 
boring libraries. Taken as a unit, it summarized the advanced thinking 
of the time and predicted the future course of much library service in 
adult education. 
The first big chapter of adult education ends with World War 11. 
The history of that chapter and of much material which might belong 
in a preface is outlined in the first major bibliography of the field, 
The Literature of Adult E d ~ c a t i o n , ~ ~  issued in 1941 by the American 
Association for Adult Education. Undertaking a comprehensive. analysis 
of germane material, Beals and Brody gave the field a history and some 
unity. If their approach was conservative regarding the role of the 
library-the view seemed to be that the library could be most effective 
in adult education through expansion of its more traditional book 
service functions through provision of popular libraries 28-it was still 
too advanced for general acceptance. 
The role of the library in defense and war efforts and in assisting 
postwar readjustment was important. While not to be discussed here, 
it signaled a turning point. Understaffed, inadequately supported, des- 
perately short of appropriate materials, public libraries throughout the 
country did what they could to supply books and pamphlets, give space 
to meetings, and gather special information. The reason these efforts 
were significant is not that they marked major departures from the 
established functions of libraries, but because the library, like all other 
public and private institutions, was led to focus its attention and 
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energies in a single major effort. For what may have been the first time 
in the lives of many librarians, the resources of an entire institution 
were mobilized locally and on a national scale to meet a variety of 
different but closely related educational needs. 
This was reader's advisory service with a vengeance. Librarians not 
already aware of it became cognizant overnight of the fact that they 
were an integral part of the local as well as national community, and 
had pressing obligations to fulfill. Sober papers presented at the 
Library Institute held at the University of Chicago in 1943, under the 
general heading of The Library in the C o r n r n~n i t y , ~ ~do not emphasize 
the war effort as such, but they do highlight the need for librarians to 
understand the community in which they live if they are to serve it 
adequately in a time of crisis, or indeed at any time. This plea for 
understanding one's community and gearing library service to meet 
community needs has several important and far-reaching implications. 
It requires that the library build its collection more in terms of local 
interests and problems than in relation to the broad range of recorded 
knowledge. I t  suggests that information and ideas may be more im- 
portant than the form in which they are recorded, and that the public 
library must provide accordingly. Finally, it implies that the local 
public library will eventually be evaluated according to its direct 
educational contributions to a living community through intellectual 
leadership, and not in terms of success in mere preservation or routine 
service functions. 
Also during the war, a distinguished American writer, James Truslow 
Adams, having been asked to take another look at the progress of adult 
education and offer opinions as to what might constitute the best and 
most promising course for adult educators to take in postwar years, 
added another strong voice outside the library profession to the small 
chorus within: "I do not know any educational service which could 
reach and help the general public, as individuals or as groups, more 
directly and effectively than the public libraries." 30 But progress is 
slow. In 1946, most libraries reported plans for an increase in educa- 
tional activities, but indicated that these were hampered by lack of 
space and personnel.31 If the will was really there, it was weak, except 
in large libraries. 
The last five years of adult education in this country have been 
marked by much running in many directions. Most stimulating and 
encouraging has been the pioneering of the Louisville Public Library 
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in establishing a bold program of A-V service with films, radio pro- 
grams, and television, and what amounts to a "library of the people's 
university," in direct cooperation with the extension division of the 
University of Louisville. The same can be said of the mounting demand 
for specialists for group service in libraries, despite the difficulty of 
locating qualified workers. General interest among adult educators in 
problems of both young and older adults, community organization, 
public affairs, and social issues has seen corresponding activity within 
the library. For documentation of these activities and professional 
thinking about their suitability, one may find useful the 1948 edition 
of the Handbook of Adult Edircation in the United States," the Unesco 
manuals, Adult Education Activities for Public Libraries " and Librar-
ies in Adult and Fu~ldamental Education, s4 and the professional jour- 
nals. Also, Eberhart 3"as studied adult education as it developed 
through five chronological stages within the library profession from 
1926 to 1951. D i l l ~ n , ~ ~  in 1949. reported a general survey of the work. 
done by public libraries of the United States in adult education; and 
there are numerous other sources of information. A recent negative 
statement on the role of public libraries in adult education, and one 
which is, in the author's opinion, a serious misevaluation of the facts, 
appears in Shera's article, "On the Value of Library History." 37 
The most comprehensive study of the public library in recent years 
was the Public Library Inquiry, another contribution to the profession 
made possible by the Carnegie Corporation. Testifying on the state of 
public librarianship in the United States, Robert D. Leigh,38 in his 
summary volume on the Inquiry, notes that in 1948 only six per cent 
of the nation's public libraries had annual budgets of $25,000 or more. 
In general, most of the libraries undertaking any very extensive pro- 
gram of adult education enjoyed funds of $100,000 per year and up. 
Speaking realistically, most public libraries had neither budget, trained 
personnel, nor inclination to do much more than buy and hold col- 
lections of popular current fiction. In the few libraries that did carry on 
significant work, such activities were usually justified simply as a means 
of encouraging greater use of public library materials rather than for 
solution of educational problems. In no place studied in the Inquiry 
sample was the public library clearly recognized as the official library 
unit for the school. university, or community adult education pro- 
gram.3g Only in the general sense that it provided the essential library 
service for a host of informal adult education activities could the 
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public library be considered even remotely related to what has been 
"somewhat romantically" called the "people's university." 
Observing the behavior of the general American public as respects 
communications, and discerning a natural clientele for public libraries, 
Leigh concluded that the role of the public library is to serve those 
of the adult population, perhaps ten per cent, whose interests, will, and 
ability may lead them to seek personal enrichment and enlightenment. 
He stated: "The enlargement of this natural public library audience 
may well be the library's concern in co-operation with other agencies 
of education. But if our analysis is correct, the process of enlargement 
is slow, requiring intensive efforts and not producing numerically 
spectacular results. Meantime, adequate services to the existing and 
potential group of natural library users have a social value much 
greater than the gross numbers involved." 40 Apparently the public 
library is not, and in the near future is not Iikely to become, either a 
community center for reliable and useful information or a popular 
university. Not only does the library lack the necessary incentive and 
resources, but it would never occur to most Americans to use their 
local public library as a source of practical information and education. 
Lack of sound research; stress on promotion and expansion of the 
library's own services, programs, and projects rather than thoughtful 
formulation, cooperation, and integration of efforts for the solution of 
community problems; departmentalization rather than diffusion of 
responsibility within the library; continuing insistence upon the impor- 
tance of the individual without reference to the associations which 
establish that importance; complete neglect of many significant areas; 
emphasis on techniques rather than problems; failure to train a corps 
of professional workers able to do the jobs necessary-these are some 
of the negative factors which have characterized the public library's 
role in adult education during the last twenty-five years. 
However, in the face of what by any quantitative measure would 
surely be judged almost complete failure, the potential importance of 
the public library's role in adult education has nevertheless increased. 
On the positive side, there has been a marked change in gross library 
coverage and improvement of collections. Fewer librarians cling to 
print as representing their only responsibility. Trends in the general 
field of adult education have seen a corresponding rise of activity in 
public library services for young and older adults, discussion of public 
affairs, community organization, and program planning. The pleas of 
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T~mpk i n s , ~ ~Edge,42 and others for librarians trained to do the job of 
adult education have finally resulted in some revision in library school 
curricula, even if not enough and not exactly as planned. Students are 
now graduating from library schools who understand the job of adult 
education, and know something of where and how to begin. First 
through "Great Books," and thanks more recently to the beneficence 
of the Ford Foundation, librarians over the country have taken notice 
of the values of group discussion, notably as conducted by the Ameri- 
can Heritage project under the supervision of the American Library 
Association. Admittedly, 117 American Heritage groups composed 
of only 2,500 people discussing books and films is not mass education. 
But the results, in 1951, were sufficiently impressive to command more 
Ford money for continuation of the project in 1952, and it is still the 
most extensive public library experiment in progress. Finally, the 
stimulating experimental and coordinating roles of state and county 
library service have taken hold in recent years as shown in the Water- 
town Regional Service Library in New York State,43 and may eventu- 
ally lead to a cultural revolution in rural and small-town America. 
Some public libraries have become conscious of the need to organize 
and focus their resources for educational work in particular areas. On 
a broad scale the elaborate Atomic Energy Institute, sponsored for 
several days by the Enoch Pratt Free Library in 1947,44 and the pro- 
gram to publicize the United Nations in Indianap~lis,~ are cases in 
point. There has also been slow but steady improvement in provision 
of services to business and labor groups. Libraries in Washington, D.C., 
Baltimore, New York, and Detroit have organized classes and con-
ducted reading clinics to help adults overcome inefficient reading 
habits1 During the last ten years more than one hundred public 
libraries have established film collections, and are now reaching what 
they believe to be new and broader audiences with educational ma- 
terials and programs previously unavailable. 
Many librarians have become broadcasters, while some are con-
templating the prospect of television and a few are doing something 
about it. In 1950 more than thirteen public libraries were regularly 
producing TV programs.45 More conventionally, questions on home, 
family, marriage, nutrition, and housing have been the subject of 
countless book talks, lists, lectures, study sessions, forums, and classes 
under the direction of public libraries. Perhaps most significant of all 
postwar activities, the library has come to be regarded as a center 
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for training leadership and for the planning of programs for community 
groups. In some places, notably Detroit and Cleveland, annual meet- 
ings have been held to familiarize group chairmen with library re- 
sources. Some aids for planning programs have been published. In the 
author's opinion community study and the shaping of programs, that 
is, determining the areas in which educational work is necessary and 
suggesting means of accomplishment, are the two main keys to the 
future importance of the public library. 
Sifting the data in reports from the field to determine the actual 
content of today's adult education, Paul Durrie, president of the Adult 
Education Association of the U.S.A. in 1952-53, sees a continuing con- 
cern for meeting the immediate and personal needs developed by the 
individual as he functions as a worker, a homemaker, a creative indi- 
vidual, and as a citizen: 
We see a slow moving from the easy areas where we teach the "how" 
to the more difficult ones where we are trying to help individuals 
understand the "whys," from dealing with things to dealing with people 
and ideas. We are saying, "To earn a better living is not enough; we 
must learn to live better, more fully, and more intelligently. Adult edu- 
cation must help make this a more effective democracy, must contribute 
to the maintenance and strengthening of our way of life." 
There also seems to be a growing belief that methods of instruction 
and administration, if they are to be increasingly effective, must recog- 
nize the individual's network of relationships and interests, that they 
must involve the individual on an emotional as well as an intellectual 
basis in the identification of his problems and in planning and carrying 
on his continuing learning experiences. These need to be active and 
vital, not passive and academic. 
. . . reporters agree that a good community adult education program 
must involve many agencies and institutions and the use of many 
media. No one can function with a maximum of effectiveness alone. 
They stress the need for communication and joint projects which 
utilize the diversified resources, insights and skills of many.46 
Durrie has cited the major trends in adult education today. The role 
of the library and that of other educational agencies and institutions 
is to secure maximum participation in a program of education which 
will achieve the objectives implied. The main key is to relate the edu- 
cational program to action. Toward that end "one principle . . . stands 
out as fundamental-build the experience of community with people. 
Within this framework they can discover first hand that others have 
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the same problems they have, that their common problems can be 
solved by cooperative action, that when they come to know people in 
the sharing of experience the basis for prejudice disappears and that 
there are values, not apparent on the surface of the everyday world, 
by which people can, and do, live." 4T 
In regard to research and evaluation, the needs are great but little 
has been done. For a suggestive list of research problems the reader 
is referred to the section "Library in Adult Education" in a report 
entitled Needed Research in Adult Education,4* prepared by the Joint 
Committee of the American Educational Research Association and 
the Department of Adult Education of the National Education Asso- 
ciation, dated June 1949. Also, "Evaluating the Library's Programme" 49 
is an excellent working paper prepared by Cyril 0. Houle for the 
Malmo Seminar held in the summer of 1950 at hlalmo, Sweden. 
Several bibliographic aids appear in a major review of research litera- 
ture in adult education, published as the June 1950 issue of Reciew 
of Educational Research.50 
Supported by a $25,000 grant from the Ford Foundation, the Adult 
Education Board of the American Library Association is taking another 
look at the library and adult education. The emphasis this time is on 
public library service to groups, which in itself is an evidence of a 
changing philosophy. The survey is elaborate, and will gather informa- 
tion from all public libraries serving communities with a population 
of more than 2,500. In addition to several questionnaires, the project 
calls for an unspecified number of field visits and the use of other 
follow-up devices. The survey will not be able to appraise the worth 
of the efforts discovered, except in very general terms, but it will un- 
doubtedly give information by which better to predict the near future. 
The values of the survey as an educational and promotional device in 
its own right are not inconsiderable. 
For too many years the adult education movement in the United 
States marched under two main flags, that of the American Association 
for Adult Education and that of the Department of Adult Education 
of the National Education Association, originally established in 1921 
as the Department of Immigrant Education. I t  is to be hoped that 
with the merger of these two organizations, accomplished in May 1951 
by establishing the Adult Education Association of the United States 
of America, which is now backed heavily, although indirectly, with 
Ford money. hostilities have ended between those most interested in 
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public school adult education and those outside the school. Certainly 
the tasks are sufficiently large and there is need for all. 
The fear still does exist among some librarians, however, that public 
school interests, having more generous tax support, will tend to crowd 
other agencies out of the field. It is indeed to be hoped that the ''clock 
hour" measurement principles common to many public school programs 
will never be applied to informal library programs. Another issue which 
divided adult educators for many years was the study of group 
processes. With initial sponsorship by the Department of Adult Edu- 
cation, but with the bitter opposition of many within the American 
Association for Adult Education, the dynamics of group behavior were 
examined intensively in an effort to determine prerequisites for suc- 
cessful education and the practice of democracy. The faddist char- 
acteristics of this effort have now largely disappeared, and its positive 
contributions are being felt in many areas, e.g., conference planning 
and administration, group discussion and study, and leadership in 
educational activities. The most notable undertaking of its kind is 
the National Training Laboratory for the Study of Group Dynamics, 
held annually at Bethel, Maine, for the last several years.51 One inter- 
esting application of knowledge of the principles of group behavior 
appears in a receni article entitled "Library Promotion and Service as 
Problems of Group Dynamics." 52 
To summarize the growth of adult education during the last two 
decades, in 1934 it was estimated that more than twenty-two million 
persons in the United States were engaged actively in some form of 
adult education. Of these approximately one million were being served 
by l i b r a~ i e s . ~~  In 1948, perhaps thirty million people in the United 
States over twenty-one years of age were interested or participating in 
adult studies of a more or less organized nature.53 Interpolating figures 
from the Public Library Inquiry,54 perhaps five to nine million adults 
are now active users of the public library. 
Accepted functions of public libraries in today's adult education are 
at least these: ( 1)furthering of self-education, ( 2 ) providing materials 
and information service for the informal educational enterprises of the 
community, and (3 )  acting as exhibit centers of community develop- 
ment. Disputed, but fairly well established in larger libraries, are 
the following: (4)  program planning for community groups; and (5) 
sponsorship of book-based discussions, special classes, film forums, 
concerts, and lectures. Attacked from within and outside the profession 
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are suggestions that the public library should also ( 6 )  assume leader- 
ship in the establishment and maintenance of a diversified program 
of informal adult education in the community, and ( 7 )  mobilize its 
resources for the identification and realization of desirable avenues for 
social change. All of these responsibilities are now being met in some 
degree by one or more libraries. Assuming that the public library is 
not already obsolescent, it seems that the trend will be in the direction 
of (6)  and ( 7 ) . If the tasks are unwanted, they are thrust upon librar- 
ians by the temper of the age and the traditional position of the public 
library. 
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Research on the Reading of Adults 
L E S T E R  A S H E I M  
THEFIELD OF reading has been studied in many 
different ways. All the investigations have something of interest to 
contribute to the librarian, whose major stock in trade is still books 
even in this audio-visual age. This report assumes, however, that the 
most pertinent studies are those which are concerned with the "soci- 
ology of reading" and which address themselves to the question: "Who 
reads what, and where does he get it, and how does it affect him?" 
On these there have been comparatively few efforts at research; we 
have much to learn about each of the aspects: the "who," the "what," 
the "where," and-most important-the "how does it affect him?" 
The first scientific studies of reading, which began to appear in the 
middle of the nineteenth century, addressed themselves to a different 
set of problems. They were concerned with the reading act as a 
physiological process-the charting of eye movements, the noting of 
pauses, the study of blinking or lip movement or span of attention, as 
related to reading speed and comprehension. By the second decade of 
the present century the scientific findings of these psychological and 
physiological investigations were applied to the question of efficient 
pedagogical method-to the refinement of reading tests, to experimenta- 
tion in teaching techniques, and to the exploration of reading readiness, 
speed, growth, and skill in relation to the physiological processes con- 
nected with the reading act. There was the beginning of interest also 
in the so-called "hygiene of reading," which experimented with the 
effects on reading skill and fatigue of different colors of paper and 
print, various sizes and kinds of types, and various methods of spac- 
ing and determining margins. It  was not until 1930 that the students 
of reading began to explore its social role and its connection with the 
purposes its serves. 
The earliest studies of the sociology of reading were concerned with 
Mr. Asheim is Dean of the Graduate Library School of the University of Chicago. 
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the general rather than the specific aspects of the problem. We were 
interested in gaining some basic knowledge about readers and reading 
in broad terms, in knowing something about the averages and the 
norms before turning our attention to the individual and his place in 
the total picture. Thus we saw the importance of describing the "who" 
in the basic question, but identification of the reader was stated in 
terms of the characteristics most readily ascertained objectively. We 
were able to reply in census-like terms to such questions as: How do 
readers differ from nonreaders? What are the characteristics of the 
persons who read? Who is more likely, in any community, to be the 
customer of the bookstore, the borrower from the library, the user of 
the several media of print? Sex, age, education, occupation, and marital 
status have been the variables most frequently studied 1-5-variables 
which can be identified quickly in a personal interview or checked 
easily on a questionnaire. 
Within the limits thus imposed, we now have a fairly accurate if 
generalized picture of the reader. We know that education is the most 
important influence on reading behavior no matter what the sex, age, 
or economic status of the reader; we know that the younger adults read 
more than the older ones; we knoy that the upper middle income 
groups read more than the lower income groups; and we know that 
women are more likely to read for recreation, and men are more 
likely to turn to reading for professional and vocational reasons. These 
facts have been gained from study of readers in many different con- 
texts-we have investigated cross sections of the general population, 
whether they were readers or not; we have turned our attention spe- 
cifically to known readers (users of the public library, for example); 
we have studied the users of the several different media, not only those 
of print; and we have concentrated on specific occupational or educa- 
tional groups. No matter how the question has been approached, the 
same general findings have resulted, and we can state with some cer- 
tainty that our general picture of the reader is a reliable one. Thus, to 
say that we probably do not need many more studies of this aspect of 
the problem is not to denigrate the fine work already done in this area; 
it is a recognition of the solidity of the contribution already made, 
which renders it possible for us to go on from there, building upon 
the groundwork already laid. 
The "where* studies have taken a similarly generalized view. Studies 
of sources have been of two kinds: ( 1 )  examination of the "geography" 
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of distribution agencies on a national, regional, and con~n~unity basis," 
and ( 2 )  investigation of agencies by types-the bookstore, the public 
library, the newsstand-as general sources of reading material^.^^ 7-s 
As from the studies of the reader, some basic general knowledge has 
been gained from these scrutinies of sources. We know, with reasonable 
assurance, that the public library and the bookstore are the two major 
suppliers of books for adults, and that the way of second importance 
in which adult readers get such materials is to borrow from the collec- 
tions of their friends. Also, we know that the city reader is more likely 
to have access to the varied stock he wants than is the reader in the 
rural area, and that almost invariably the person who is well served 
by one of the agencies will be well served by the others. The studies 
of specific agencies have dealt mainly with gross figures of use, while 
those of the "geography" of distribution should be recognized as con- 
cerned with potential rather than actual reading, showing what the 
maximum utilization could be for each type of agency in each kind of 
community and region, but not whether actual use has been made. 
The investigations of what is read have been a little Inore specific, 
but again the kind of data which can most readily be gathered tends 
to be general. The "what" studies have been concerned with the form 
of the material more than with its content; our most reliable figures 
can provide us with comparative data O I ~the reading of books, maga- 
zines, and newspapers as kinds of media,Q or, at best, with general 
breakdowns of the book materials into such broad categories as fiction 
and nonfiction,lO-lS or the broad Dewey decimal c l a s s i f i~a t ions .~~-~~  
Assumptions about quality are often made in such studies; fiction is 
considered less "worth while" than nonfiction, for example, or books 
more "important" than magazines, but it need hardly be pointed out 
that their validity is limited. To determine quality the investigator 
must get "inside" the book or article and make an intensive analysis of 
the content. 
But even when the investigator does this, the objective research 
methods he empIoys usually keep him from a very deep analysis of 
content. The most prolific contributions in the content analysis field 
have been the studies of "readability," of which the works of Rudolf 
Flesch are perhaps the best known. Such studies are not concerned 
with the quality of the ideas or information contained in a given piece 
of writing; they are directed toward an analysis of the ease with which 
it can be read, quite apart from the value to be gained from such 
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reading. Few would deny the importance of gauging the level of diffi- 
culty represented by different kinds of materials; certairlly the librarian 
is well axf7are of the problem of finding those which deal with adult 
subject matter in terms which the average adult can understand. But 
the social role of reading is not adequatrly defined wiillout some 
analysis of the value of the reading done and some interest in the 
effects. And there is a growing suspicion among students that indis- 
criminate reliance upon readability formulas to guide the writer may 
well alter the social role of reading in undesirable ways.17 
Thus far, in treating the generalized character of the reading studies, 
we have treated the investigations of the question-\T7ho reads what, 
and where does he get it, and how does it affect liim?--as though they 
dealt with each aspect separately and in a vacuum. In actuality, even 
the most coldly objective efTorts have attempted to combine the char- 
acteristics in meaningful ways. Thus, readers have been identified not 
only as readers per se, but as borrowers from the library or users of the 
bookstore (who and where). They have further been examined in 
terms of materials: What are the characteristics of the borrowers of 
fiction from libraries as opposed to buyers of fiction from bookstores, 
or how do library users of fiction differ from library users of nonfiction 
(who +where +what)? Such a corilbination of factors leads to a 
concern with reading intcrests and motivations: What do different 
people want to read about, and why? 
Again, the early studies of interests were made in general terms; 
Waples and Tyler Is deliberately addressed themselves to group char- 
acteristics, and established a strong .correlation between them and 
stated reading interests. They found that the more characteristics that 
two or more groups held in common (for example, age, sex, occupation, 
and education) the more likely they were to check similar reading 
interests on a list of possible magazine articles. But once tliis was 
established, a new question arose: Do people actually read what they 
say they are interested in reading? Waples l%nd Carnovsky 20 com-
bined the analysis of the checklist of interests with a report on actual 
reading and found that subject interest in itself is not enough; that 
people read in line with their stated interests only when the material 
is readily accessible and easy to read. The old assumption, basic to 
most studies of reading interests and preferences, that what people 
read is a key to the subjects in which they are interested, seems pretty 
effectively disproved. Accessibility, then readability, and only then, 
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interest, are the factors which lead people to read the specific things 
they do. 
The cumulated knowledge gained from the several types of studies 
described above leads naturally to an interest in the effects of reading. 
What difference does it make whether magazines are more widely 
read than books; whether women read more fiction than men; whether 
people read the accessible book instead of one in which they say they 
are interested? The difference it makes has importance only in terms 
of the values received from different kinds of reading and the influ- 
ence, recognized or unknown, which a particular type of printed matter 
has upon those who see it. 
Until recently none but the literary critics had the temerity to make 
value judgments about the content of written materials; and while 
their analyses have a long and respectable history in the field of 
literature, they lack the kind of so-called "scientific" objectivity which 
the social scientists have attempted to make the criterion of valid 
research. Thus the adverltures of the critic's soul among masterpieces, 
revealing as the record of them may be, have not pretended to be the 
systematic, objective, and quantitative content analysis which social 
scientists demand. This does not invalidate either literary study or 
social science research; it merely underlines the tliffcrence between 
the objectives of the two kinds of investigation. 
The extra-literary studies which attempt to control, as far as possible, 
the reliance on in~pressionistic and subjective judgments, have thus far 
been extremely limited in the field of motivation and e5ects. 3Iotiva-
tions can hardly be studied without going to the reader hii~~self, and 
the reader seldom knows why he reads a specific book at a particular 
time. The reasons he gives are often superficial or stereotylxd; he is 
very seldom aware of the accessibility factor as a inotivatiilg force; 
and he often isolatcs a single influt.nce whe11 in reality his rcading 
probably resulted from an opportune confluence of many influences. 
He knows even less, of course, about results. Occasional mentior1 is 
made in biographies and autobiographies of the life-changing factors 
in a book, but these are more interesting than convincing. Few of us 
can cite an instance in our own experience when a single reading 
caused a sudden and decisive turn of mind, and the question arises 
whether such an influence was ever actually felt in that way, or whether 
it merely makes a striking story. A superficial analysis of one's own 
reading behavior leads to the hypothesis that effects are cumulative; 
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that no one occurrence but a lifetime of reading forms the opinions 
and attitudes that we possess; and that the dramatic moment of change 
and revelation comes because we have been building up to it t h r ou~h  
all the exposure to ideas in books and other rnedia which have pre- 
ceded the specific reading. The results are not denied, but the pin- 
pointing of the moment at which an effect appeared is difficlllt. 
Some outcomes of reading can be established. The effectiveness of 
reading done for an instrumental purpose, as when one follows recipes, 
instructions, and guides to specific behavior, can be demonstrated by 
putting the instruction into practice. A successful cake, or birdhouse, 
or homemade dress produced on the strength of recorded directions 
furnishes evidence that the maker read and understood. The compre- 
hension of reading done for school assignment also can be measured 
by the assimilation of specific factual content. In other words, reading 
which leads to an overt act or to the memorizing of an objective piece 
of information is most susceptible of investigation. 
The leading sociological studies in this area have centered in the 
effects of reading and other activities of communicatiorl upon political 
behavior 21-2%ainly because in the act of voting we have tangible 
evidence of attitude and interest which can be traced to written and 
spoken sources. From such research have come data pertinent to an 
understanding of both effects and motivations. \\7e have learned that 
readers of political materials read in line with their predispositions, 
that they select the arguments which support established beliefs, and 
that they are most likely to remember and accept the points which 
occur most frequently. TVe are limited, however, in the extent to which 
we can transfer such findings concerning the deliberate reading of 
specifically "propagandistic" materials to the area of more subtle 
effects. Remembrance of Things Post is not campaign oratory, and 
its influence is not reflected in a specific act, like voting, which can 
be observed at  a definite time and place. Nor does the reader of 
Proust, or Tolstoy, or Mann, or Hemingway consciously turn to such 
literature in order to change his mind or to reinforce particular opinions 
already held. Yet his mind may be changed without his becoming 
aware of it; and it is this kind of reading, which broadens one, makes 
him more capable of understanding, gives him wider horizons, or 
sharpens his awareness, toward which the present-day researchers 
would like to turn their attention. 
As a consequence, the reading studies of the immediate future are 
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likely to turn more and more in the direction of the individual case 
study and the a~lalysis of subjective factors. The general ones will con- 
tinue to be useful for keeping background knowledge of the subject 
current, but the basic facts have now been established; a-lcl only when 
statistically significant deviations appear will it be necessary to multiply 
corroborative studies. Present interests lie, not so much in the modal 
reader as in the "sportn-the man with little education who reads 
widely, the well-educated nonreader, the opinion leader, or the influ- 
ential member of the community who must be regarded as a special 
reader rather than a typical one. There is a growi~lg interest, too, in 
inore subtle uses of content arlalysis for what it car] tell us about 
probable effects on different readers. In  other words, we are rcady to 
study the specific reader either in the very act of a particular reading, 
or through an ailalysis of all of his reading over a period of time, in 
order to follow through on the implications for his behavior, attitudes. 
and personality developn~ent.~" 
These are ambitious aims, and their attainment will not come easily. 
But their value-to educators, social scientists, and students of com-
munication-is great. The librarian, who is a little bit of all three, 
should be particularly interested in the results. While he may feel 
intuitively that his social function is a vital one, he is often hard put 
to find objective data to support his belief. If he could learn some-
thing about the social role which reading plays, about the effects which 
different kinds of readin2 have upon different kinds of people, about 
the needs wl~ich hooks alone can satisfy, about the kind of people most 
affected by reading, he could perform more efficiently the irnportant 
role in society ~vhich s?:onld be  his but whicl~ now-too frequently-
seems unattainable. 
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Measurement of Public Library 
Book Collections 
L E O N  C A R N O V S K Y  
OVERTHE YEARS  a considerable number of surveys 
of individual public libraries have been completed and reported upon. 
In addition there have been accounts of regional and state surveys, 
and the sweeping description and evaluation incorporated in the pub- 
lished volumes, mimeographed reports, and periodical articles grow- 
ing out of the Public Library Inquiry. Book collections have occupied 
a place in every one of these numerous studies, but the treatment 
has varied from little more than a quantitative report of books 
owned to highly elaborate descriptions designed to produce qualita- 
tive judgments. 
Every librarian would like an answer to the question, "How good 
is my library?" and by this he means "how good" in books. He knows 
better than anyone approximately how many books he has, but he is 
always on the lookout for a form~ila which will tell him something 
more, in a qualitative sense, about the nature of his collection. His first 
resource is likely to be the Post-War Stnndarcls for Public Libraries. 
Here he will find a number of sensible principles, and in the inter- 
pretive text he will find that many of the statements apply directly 
to his own institution, regardless of size or financial limitations. 
Though the word "standard implies generality, in application to spe- 
cific libraries sufficient variation is permitted to provide for those 
which differ greatly from one another in the kinds of community they 
serve. Two libraries may be equally excellent, though their book collec- 
tions have little in common. 
There are various ways by which an evaluation of book collections 
has been attempted or at least proposed. These range from subjective 
The author is a Professor of L~l)r,lry Science in the Graduate Library School at 
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estimates by professional librarians, based on rapid survey of the 
shelves, through the checking of one or more lists of selected titles 
against the card catalog, to the use of mathematical formulas which 
attempt to reduce reader demand and book provision to quantitative 
terms. Any procedure to be widely practicable must be easy to ad- 
minister and relatively effective in producing an answer. In the course 
of time one well-defined method has been evolved. 
The method discussed here to test the quality of book collections is 
well known and has been long practiced. It  is that of checking collec- 
tion against a booklist or bibliography. Such a procedure may be based 
on elaborate lists like the Standard Catalog or the A.L.A. Catalog (both 
with supplements), or the Hawkins' Scientific, medical, and Technical 
Books Published in the United States; or it may be limited to com- 
pilations of "hundred best books" or to highly selective lists on given 
topics. In either case it will tell the librarian that he has x per cent 
of y titles, but will it tell him anything more than this? And even 
when he learns the percentage, what does he actually know about the 
quality of his collection? No one can possibly assure him what pro- 
portion he ought to hold. He might compare his showing with that of 
other libraries, and derive what comfort he call from the fact that 
neighboring Glenville holds an even smaller ratio or perhaps a percent- 
age not greatly different from his own. Or he might feel a glow of 
satisfaction in discovering that he has already purchased practically 
all the titles on the checklist. Parenthetically, it may be noted that 
if the checklist has been compiled from 2 tool-say, the A.L.A. Book-
list-which he himself used as a basis for book selection, and if the 
library follows a policy of buying liberally from the listings in that 
tool, he is wasting his time hy using that checklist at all; for the results 
are clearly predictable. 
Having said this much, we must raise the question, "Why under- 
take an evaluation at all?" Surely it cannot be very important to realize 
that the collection is good or poor unless one ic; prepared to do some- 
thing about it, or at least to understand clearly why the stock is as it is. 
Before showing horn7 an evaluation bears on this point, we shall report 
briefly on certain applications of the checklist method and comment 
on the implications. 
Perhaps the earliest use of a comprehensive list was made in a 
Chicago area library study in 1933, when the collections of seventy- 
nine libraries were checked against the 1926-31 A.L.A. Catalog.' The 
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range of holdings of the adult titles (2,711) was 60 to 2,012; of chil- 
dren's titles (320), 16 to 299. The aim was to establish certain facts 
about library service in the district as a whole, rather than in a given 
community; thus, it would be difficult if not impossible for an indi-
vidual library to know much or to do something about its own collec- 
tion as a result of this survey. The same observation may be made 
about the Westchester County, New York, library study.2 Here the 
2,911 starred titles in the Standard Catalog were selected as a basis 
for checking the holdings of thirty-five libraries, the resultant range 
being 41 to 2,497. The most recent use of the checklist on a broad 
geographical basis was made in connection with the Public Library 
I n q ~ i r y . ~Several lists were developed, as follows: 
1. Thirty-six titles of fiction published in 1948, of which hveh~e were 
best-sellers, twelve "notable" as indicated by an A.L.A. committee, and 
twelve others considered important by professional critics, though not 
included in the first hvo groups. 
2. Eighty-nine titlcs of nonfiction published in 1948, one third of 
them best-sellers, another third "notable," and one third "important." 
3. Two hundred thirty titles "selected as the most reliable and suit- 
able for general readers in seven fields of serious adult interests." 
4. One hundred twenty titles of periodicals-25 with circulations of 
a million or more, 25 circulating betwe?n 300,000 and a million, 20 
from the so-called "quality" group, and 50 professional and specialized, 
based almost entirely on the Lyle Classified List of Periodicals for the 
College Library. 
These surveys all showed that small libraries were making available 
only a small proportion of the important literature published; even 
many books that had reached the best-seller category, especially if 
they were nonfiction. were absent in a number of cases, and surpris- 
ingly many titles endorsed by librarians and book critics were held 
only by the largest institutions. These facts were reported not as 
criticism, but as emphasizing a situation which was inevitable as long 
as libraries were regarded as a local responsibility, to be established or 
not as determined by the political constituency, and as they were re- 
sponsive to the tradition of popularity or mass demand. The small 
library--even one spending $50,000 a year-could not hope to  keep 
up with the output of significant literature and a t  the same time satisfy 
a demand for popular books, regardless of their content. Where a 
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choice had to be made, it was generally on the side of popularity. 
Though the findings of the various surveys have been reported in 
general terms, they are all based on the checking of individual libraries. 
In other words, the technique is directly applicable to the survey of 
any library, whether undertaken by itself or by an outsider. But the 
basic question remains, i.e., what will the librarian gain from it? In 
every case, of course, it depends on the particular instrument used as 
a checklist. If this is made up of the starred items in the Standard 
Catalog, he will learn that certain titles which have been considered 
clearly superior in one or more respects, such as authenticity, potential 
interest, and readability, are not readily available to his patrons. This 
knowledge may lead him (1) to order them immediately, or ( 2 )  to 
place them on a preferred list for later purchase, or ( 3 ) to consider the 
seriousness of their absence in the light of ( a )  other books in the col- 
lection, and ( b j  a potential reading clientele for them. Beyond these 
considerations there are two others of prime significance: the amount 
of money he has in general, and for book purchase in particular; and 
the relative importance to the achievement of his library's goals of fill- 
ing gaps, as indicated by the checking, as against buying other, perhaps 
newer, books in greater numerical demand. In short, he  will have a 
factual basis for decisions, and for implementing decisions, on a policy 
of book acquisition. 
A second value is that the checking should lead him to consider 
accounting for the gaps revealed. Is there something seriously at fault 
in his method of selection? Is he placing too great an emphasis on 
popularity for its own sake, thereby neglecting books of real insight 
though of more limited appeal? Does he have an obligation to provide 
titles of the latter sort, even if it means reducing the number of those 
which lead to large circulation figures? The problem is especially acute 
for a librarian with a limited budget; he is called upon not merely 
to decide whether to buy this book or that one, but this kind of book 
rather than another kind. The wealthy library, or the large library, 
can airily buy "everything," but the small library is continually faced 
with alternatives-the selection of one item means the rejection of 
another. When one recalls that about eighty per cent of all public 
libraries have less than $4,000 to spend annually for all purposes, it does 
not require much imagination to conclude that book purchasing must 
be a highly selective process. The problem of choice is present whether 
or not evaluation of the collection is involved, but through a check 
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of the stock the outcomes of whatever policy is adhered to are brought 
home in the most realistic fashion. 
Although the advantages of the checklist method may be conceded, 
there remain certain criticisms which cannot be ignored. We shall 
therefore list them, together with the observations they suggest. 
1. The method involves a highly arbitrary selection of titles. The 
titles are not of equal value, and many books not on the list are better 
than those included. 
Comment: The method as such does not necessarily imply arbi- 
trariness in selection of titles. In every case attention must be given 
to the particular list used. The Standard Catalog, for example--and 
especially it starred items--does not reflect arbitrariness. If one thinks 
so, let him try making a compilation equal to it in authenticity and 
general applicability to public library goals. Since the selected titles 
have been based on the judgment of librarians and book reviewers, 
we are justified in assuming that they are qualitatively superior, or at 
least that they have something to say in the area which they treat. 
Occasionally one may wonder why one item is included and another 
omitted, but these exceptions do not invalidate the use of the list as 
a whole. The criticism has greater validity when applied to short lists 
devoted to single topics, or to those given such captions as "ten best"; 
but even the checking of such lists has its uses. One must be careful, 
however, not to regard such checking as equivalent to evaluating the 
collection as a whole, or even that part of the stock with which the list 
deals. Finally, it is true that the titles on any list cannot be "of equal 
value"; but the significance of this depends on answers to questions as 
to their value for particular purposes or people. To the amateur botanist 
an elementary text is likely to be infinitely more useful than a mono- 
graph, while the reverse is true for the specialist in cytology. 
2. The titles, though good in themselves from the standpoint of 
accuracy, authority, and readability, bear little relation to the com- 
munity served by a specific library. 
Comment: Once more it depends on the nature of the list. It might 
be nonsensical to use a compilation of technical tools in a library serv- 
ing a gardening community, but checklists should be selected whose 
titles bear some relation to the goals of the library being examined. 
At the same time one should be slow about dismissing lists because 
their titles seem "high-brow." One should never forget the presence in 
almost every community of persons who are genuinely interested in 
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the books that do not appear among the best-sellers, but which have 
more to contribute to understanding and intellectual growth than those 
which are merely popular. 
3. The titles are apt to be badly out of date. 
Comment: This may be true, and if so the list should not be used. 
I t  must be remembered, however, that a book which is a dozen years 
old is not necessarily valueless, particularly if it has not been super- 
seded by a better one. An old book is not always a dead one. 
4. Titles in the library on identical topics are completely ignored 
by the checklist method. 
Comment:This criticism is made most frequently of all. It is implied 
in thy common observation that though a library does not happen to 
have these titles it does have others equally good, or at least on the 
same subject. Needless to say this often is true, and the criticism 
has merit. However, it fails to take into account the fact that many 
times a reader comes in search of a specific book. For example, if he 
is looking for the Thomas biography of Abraham Lincoln, he is not 
likely to be satisfied with the information that though Thomas' biog- 
raphy is not held, Lord Chamwood's is, or even the monumental 
Sandburg's: Books are unique; though sometimes one may serve as 
a satisfactory substitute for another, there are limitations to this prin- 
ciple, and a librarian may serve k s  community badly if he depends 
too strongly upon it. In any event, the use of the checklist does not 
and should not lead to a blind purchase of books wanting; the per- 
ceptive librarian will always weigh his gaps against his possessions, 
and with the gaps revealed he is in a better position to determine 
what, if anything, to do about them. 
5. The services which are available by interlibrary loan are not 
taken into account; though a given library does not have the listed 
titles, it can readily obtain them from a central collection or from 
some other library. 
Comment: It would obviously be foolish to apply the method to a 
small deposit collection or to a library which depends heavily on inter- 
library loans to fill patrons' requests. Nevertheless, as every librarian 
knows, the overwhelming proportion of book circulation depends on 
what the reader finds on the shelves of the library he visits. A*library 
which consists of relatively few "good" books cannot long endure on 
the argument that it can borrow the rest. This is not to deprecate the 
sound principle of interlibrary loan; it is simply to suggest that the 
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principle cannot be invoked as an alternative to a good collection. 
Furthermore, if a librarian is interested in evaluating his own collec- 
tion, the wealth of other libraries is irrelevant. Conceivably, too, the 
checking of a list by a group of libraries which tend to borrow from 
one another map pojnt up areas in which all are weak, and may lead 
to joint action whereby all of them may be strengthened, t h r o~~gh  a 
systematic book acquisition program aimed at reducing duplication 
and increasing variety. 
6. A library is not penalized for having poor titles, since checklists 
invariably consist of approved titles. 
Comment: All libraries inevitably tend to accumulate stocks of 
obsolete and worthless books, and the checklist method does nothing 
to criticize them for it. As evaluation, therefore, it fails to do a com- 
plete job. This is true, but of questionable importance. As well criticize 
the Louvre because some of its paintings are substandard. The method 
is designed to reveal riches and to identify areas of poverty, not to 
set up a scorecard for libraries in which good books are balanced off 
against poor ones. 
7. The procedure fails to take into account special aspects of a 
collection which may be highly important to a particular library. Ex-
amples are simply-written books for adult beginners or retarded read- 
ers; and strength in fields which are of great interest to its community, 
such as gardening, local authors, technical materials. And of course 
nothing whatever is said about nonprint materials like records and 
films, which are properly a part of the general collection. 
Comment: This is obviously true, but once more it is only necessary 
to state that the method is not definitive, and for the measurement of 
special materials or the achievement of particular library objectives 
other devices must be introduced. Even so, the checklist has some-
thing to contribute. If a library does maintain a strong collection on 
gardening it may wish to use the method as a basis for making it still 
stronger; and obviously a list of films, assembled as booklists are com- 
piled, may serve to gauge the strength and weakness of a film collection. 
In the last analysis, the evaluation of book collections, as of other 
things, depends on the goals in view. If a librarian uses a bibliography 
on sculpture as a basis for judging his resources in this area, he does 
so because he feels that it is part of his job to provide books on 
sculpture. And conversely if it is unnecessary, in his particular com-
munity, to keep up with materials on coal mining, there is no point 
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in measuring such a collection at all. Lists like the Standard Catalog 
and A.L.A. Catalog are essentially collections of bibliographies, and 
the librarian would be well advised to use these lists with this in mind. 
For each part of a general list he should tacitly consider what his obli- 
gation is in his community to provide books on its topic. If he has 
practically nothing on a subject in which there is no reason for strength, 
he certainly should not repair the gap merely to increase the propor- 
tion of holdings on any list. 
To the question as to whether any one list is better than another, 
the answer must be that it depends on what the librarian wishes to 
know. For a general overview of a collection as a whole either the 
Standard Catalog, probably limited to starred titles, or the A.L.A. Cata-
log, with supplements, is perhaps the most satisfactory. Since checking 
is a considerable undertaking, and therefore costly in time and money, 
it probably is better to limit it to sections where real and serious ques- 
tions arise. That is, if a librarian is concerned about his collection in 
the fine arts, let the work be restricted to that. Since most libraries 
are interested in holdings of recent important books, the latest annual 
voIume of the A.L.A. Booklist may be excellent as a checklist, although 
the arrangement makes it difficult to use for this purpose. Another 
possibility, narrower in scope but practicable, is the annual listing of 
'best books" in media like the New York Times Book Review. The 
writer recently had occasion to use such a list of 275 titles in a library 
of 60,000 volumes. The titles on the Times list are divided among the 
following headings : 
Fiction Religion 
Biography Art 
World Politics Science 
Essays Poetry 
American Scene Humor 
History Sports 
I t  was a simple matter not only to learn that in each of the above fields 
the library had so many titles, but to ascertain the specific titles it did 
not hold. The latter point is the important one, for a librarian needs 
to be in position to consider each item and to decide whether or not 
its addition is essential. This does not mean that a library can be 
transformed suddenly from mediocrity to excellence; it does mean that 
a firm and practical basis can be laid for molding a collection to the 
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goals of the library and to the needs of the community. If the use of 
the checklist leads to no Inore than this, it surely is justified. 
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Legal Status of Public Libraries 
W A L T E R  B RAHM  
THE LEGAL STATUS  of public libraries has been 
so well presented by Joeckel l in 1935, by Garceau in 1949, and by 
Leigh in 1950, that it would seem unnecessary in a short article such 
as this to attempt to go over much of the same ground. Because current 
trends may show more clearly when contrasted with the long history 
of library organization, however, a brief r6sum6, with apologies to the 
above authors, is in order. Aside from this, the present article will re- 
port events and trends of more recent years. 
Our first "public libraries" were private libraries, designated vari- 
ously by the general term "social," and specifically by the words "asso- 
ciation," "partnership," or "vocational," derived from the way in which 
they were organized. The association or subscription library, and the 
partnership or proprietary library, became the two most common legal 
forms of organization. Association libraries are often referred to as sub- 
scription libraries because they accepted members for a set annual fee. 
"Proprietary library" is also another name for the private library organ- 
ized as a common-law partnership, under which the partners invested 
their money in shares. The association or subscription library became 
the more popular type, although there were combinations using both 
methods of securing support .Vames of these early libraries, often 
seeming to indicate the origin or purpose of the institution, have added 
to a certain confusion about the history of the period. "Ladies' libraries," 
"gentlemen's libraries," and "young men's institutes" are example^.^ 
When the idea of free tax-supported public libraries arose, library 
organization tended to become a part of some division of government. 
For the sake of brevity, a somewhat arbitrary descriptioli would be 
that, for most of the nineteenth century, public libraries were organ- 
ized as a part of the government of the community in which the library 
was situated. In other words, some were set up under the municipality 
Mr. Brahm is Librarian of the Ohio State Library. 
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or village, some under school districts, others under the township. The 
exception was the association library. I t  is natural that some of the 
older association libraries continue to exist at the present time, receiv- 
ing public tax funds although privately administered. But even today 
new libraries, particularly small ones, are being established as associa- 
tion libraries. Although figures are not available this is probably more 
common than the library profession is aware of. As an example, Penn- 
sylvania library laws permit the establishment of libraries by private 
groups, and if the library wishes to apply for tax funds it must permit 
two members to be appointed by the governing authority which pro- 
vides the funds.6 Since association boards commonly have large mem- 
bership, control still is in private hands. In Allegheny County, Pennsyl- 
vania, the seat of the Carnegie library idea, there were thirty-one 
libraries in 1950, twenty-four being of the association type.7 
From the standpoint of legal status, the association library represents 
a conflict. The public accepts it and uses it as a public library, but 
no unit of government has direct responsibility for its support and 
management. Its area of service and jurisdictional rights may be non- 
existent or open to contest with another library. 
Library organization next turned to the county as the unit of govern- 
ment, and the first half of this century, particularly 1980-50, has seen 
great emphasis and stress on selling this type of library organization. 
Multicounty and regional library units of organization have also come 
into being in the past few years. Today it seems the public library move- 
ment is still using all the various units of government as a legal basis 
for new library units, much as an opportunist using the path of least 
resistance, and in so doing has beaten three different paths in its at- 
tempt to reach the larger unit goal: the county library, the multicounty 
or regional library, and the state library. As a matter of fact, the Na-
tional Plan for Public Library Seruice in 1948 proposed five principal 
types of large units for the United States, namely, ( 1 )  county libraries 
serving whole counties, ( 2 )  county libraries serving parts of counties, 
( 3 )  regional libraries, ( 4 )  federated library groups, and (5) special 
state districts; but these boil down to the three mentioned just above. 
Federated groups represent merely a method or means for securing 
county, regional, or state service, as will be reported later. A look at  
each in the light of current happenings is desirable. 
County as the library unit. Joeckelg listed 230 county library units 
in existence prior to 1935, excluding those having annual income of 
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less than $1,000. By 1949 about one-fourth of the 3,069 counties in the 
United States had established county libraries of some sort.1° This 
figure includes regional libraries, however, and a breakdown of figures 
reported by the American Library Association l1 would show some 537 
county libraries. 
Legislative enactments of some of the states in the last few years 
indicate the speed of the trend toward the county unit. hlaryland's 
public library law of 1945 set up the county as the only basis for new 
libraries, repealing the rights of other municipal units to establish 
libraries.12 Similarly, while Ohio has supported all its libraries since 
1934 from a county tax, new laws were passed in 1947 removing the 
right of all subdivisions of government except the county to create 
public libraries. Only county or multicounty libraries may now be 
established in 0hio.13 The powers of library boards regardless of the 
unit of government are the same, and likewise every public library 
in a county is free to all the residents of the county. The net result as 
far as the public is concerned is that only one library system exists, 
even though legally there may be a number of independent libraries 
in a county. 
In 1949 Michigan amended its state aid law to facilitate the estab- 
lishment and development of county and regional libraries. The same 
year twenty-seven counties in Arkansas passed a library tax measure, 
and by that date also, Bty-two of California's fifty-eight counties had 
county library service.14 
Multicounty or regional library as a unit. Eighty-five "regional 
libraries" were listed in the 1949 County and Regional Libraries1' 
issued by the American Library Association. The term "regional library" 
is a loose one, covering a wide range. I t  may be used because of a 
contract between two libraries in a single county, or at the other 
extreme may apply to an entire state area. The regional library now 
seems to represent the inspirational goal that the county library stood 
for some years ago, and the late legislation indicates a trend toward 
such organization. 
The Kansas legislature enacted laws in 1951 permitting the estab- 
lishment of regional libraries.15 The same year the New hlexico legis- 
lature provided for the organization of county and multicounty library 
service.16 Ohio, in 1949, passed enabling legislation for setting up 
regional libraries.17 Michigan amended its state aid laws in the same 
year to facilitate the establishment of such libraries.14 Massachu- 
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setts, a state with many small libraries, established in 1950 a demonstra- 
tion regional library which is described later in this report, this in 
addition to three large-area libraries already in existence.'* The re- 
gional library seems to have taken more root in the southern part of the 
country than elsewhere, since Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Missouri, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia display a 
total of forty-eight such aqencies.ll 
The State as a unit of service. Because of our system of government, 
the legal status of libraries is determined entirely by the states, either 
directly through legislation or indirectly through the "home-rule" 
powers of municipalities. Whether library service is primarily a con- 
cern of the state or of the locality has never received a convincing 
answer. Up to 1935 only one state had a constitutional provisio~l spe- 
cifically affecting the library.'"ince then Missouri has added a section 
to its constitution making the commonwealth responsible for library 
service.*O State library legislation over the country is uniformly per- 
missive, and there does not seem to be any inclination to make library 
service mandatory. Despite this, however, in actual practice executive 
agencies are making it more and more a concern of the state. 
Several small states long have been giving direct library service, and 
additional ones are exploring this field of extension work. Although 
controversy exists on the matter, enough states are active in it to indi- 
cate a new pattern. By 1948 the Vermont Free Public library Com- 
mission was supplying its entire area with regional service and supple- 
menting the resources of the local libraries.21 The New Hampshire State 
Library operates bookmobiles, giving supplementary aid to public and 
school libraries which are not open daily, covering in this manner all 
sections.*? In 1949 New York State set up its $100,000 a year experi- 
mental regional library service center at  Watertown, offering addi- 
tional facilities to existing local libraries in three countie~.~ '  The Illinois 
State Library has devised a plan to divide the state into six districts 
and extend assistance to the libraries in each.21 
Implications of a unit of library service larger than the state are to 
be found in the report of the Committee on Library Development of 
the Pacific Northwest Library Association, involving multistate plan- 
ning.*' Likewise a northern Great Lakes Planning Council has been 
created to develop a joint program of library organization for six states 
in the area.14 
Methods of obtaining larger unit of service. While a county or re- 
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gional unit seems to be the common objective of these efforts, the legal 
means or methods used to obtain that end vary considerably, and the 
resulting library organization in many instances is coming to have 
extra-legal status. At the risk of controversy it is this writer's firm con- 
viction that library service, whether it be in a city, township, county, 
or region can only be organized legally in two ways: 
1. As a unit of government, i.e., a library organized as a part of 
government, and constituting a complete entity with a single adminis- 
trative authority over the territory under its jurisdiction. Under this 
method the procedure in creating a county or regional library would 
be to combine existing libraries into one legal administration. When 
such consolidation takes place the number of existing units is usually 
decreased. 
2. On a basis of contract, i.e., library service by contract, involving 
agreement of one administrative library unit, or government agency, 
with another library. If more than two libraries are included, the 
arrangement today is called a federation. A federation necessarily en-
tails a contract. Likewise an association library is concerned essen-
tially with contract service-to its members under the terms of mem-
bership, to the public in return for tax support, or by other under- 
standing. When federation takes place, the number of units usually 
does not decrease but remains the same, and in some instances has 
increased. Since the National Plan for Library Service envisages a 
reduction in the number of units, federation may seem inconsistent 
with that. 
Are the larger units of today being set up by consolidation or federa- 
tion? As far as county libraries are concerned, search of library litera- 
ture reveals only scattered examples in which consolidation of existing 
libraries into a single administrative unit, or with a larger unit, has 
taken place. There may be others, but they do not appear in the record. 
In Ohio the number of independent units has been reduced from 280 
in 1948 to 271 in 1952.23Four small libraries in Ross County previously 
operating as a federation consolidated into one. Several small libraries 
in Cuyahoga County merged with the Cuyahoga County Library. 
These, together with similar mergers in other counties of the state, 
account for the nine eliminations. The independent libraries of Yakima 
City and Yakima County in the state of Washington joined into a 
single unit in 1951, to form the Yakima Valley Regional L i b r a r~ . 2~  The 
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year previous the Vancouver City and Clark County libraries of the 
same state merged to become the Fort Vancouver Regional Librarye2* 
For the most part, however, the approach to county service seems 
to be through the door marked "Contract or Federation." The trouble 
is that this door, once opened, remains open, and that those who enter 
federation can usually back out. A clash of personalities or an un-
resolved difference of opinion can dissolve the arrangement. Never- 
theless, there are many interesting examples, hlonroe County, New 
York, established in 1952 a loose combination of twelve libraries in 
the county, including the large Rochester Public Library, each library 
to continue its local financing. The federation is to provide interlibrary 
loan service, delivery, publicity, and a union c a t a l ~ g . ~ "  
A hybrid plan, between consolidation and federation, was the inter- 
esting and unusual procedure used in 1948 to unify small and large 
libraries in Erie County, New York. This is the county in which some 
twenty small institutions, each independent, together with the Buffalo 
Public Library and the Grosvenor Library, became "a part" of the 
Erie County Public Library. The arrangement is rather complex, but 
the units mandatorially are a part of the county library as far as 
finances are concerned. They can receive funds only through the 
county library budget. The local boards remain in existence, however, 
and the administration of each library is coordinated through a con- 
tract signed by all the parties.26 
A contract between county officials and an existing library for 
service throughout a county is a familiar device.ll This is particularly 
applicable where a large library is in existence, and suggests that 
whatever the legal organization of large existing public libraries, it has 
not tended to change and is not likely to do so in the near future. 
Preference for the status quo, with legal and taxing obstacles, may 
account for the situation. Notable exceptions appear in the Yakima 
and Vancouver, Washington, libraries mentioned above, and at Dayton, 
Ohio. Recent Ohio legislation facilitates the transformation of existing 
libraries into county units. As a result the large Dayton Public Library 
shifted its legal basis from the school district to the county in 1948.23 
In setting up  multicounty or regional libraries, the legal problems 
involved in crossing county lines have no doubt discouraged the 
formation of single administrative units and encouraged use of the 
federations now so common. Wisconsin appropriated $50,000 in 1951 
to set up  a bicounty or regional library demonstration. This is planned 
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as a three year trial, with the local area matching the state grantS2l 
Massachusetts, a state with many small libraries, in 1940 had estab- 
lished a form of regional library service in three separate sections, 
providing bookmobile service to supplement local facilities. In 1950 a 
new region, the Western Massachusetts Library Federation, was set 
up on the strength of $36,500 from Marshall Field for a two-year 
demonstration. This coalition is concentrating on provision of pro-
fessional services-pooling the resources of the libraries and allowing 
each in turn to share the services of trained library specialists, while 
retaining local autonomy.ls 
Finally, something new has been added. In a few instances the state 
agency is coming into the picture, giving direct public library service 
to the individual, or is on the ground as a partner doing the behind- 
the-scenes tasks for the local libraries. This is happening in various 
ways, but the final effect it will have on the legal status of the local 
library remains to be seen. Delaware, Illinois, hfassachusetts, New 
Hampshire, New York, Tennessee, and Vermont are providing supple- 
mentary regional facilities in one form or another.ll Delaware, New 
Hampshire, and Vermont give direct service. New York's Watertown 
demonstration is providing a headquarters for some fifty small libraries 
in a three county area, but does not serve the public directly. This plan 
has received national attention, and its proponents argue that it leaves 
the legal basis of the local library intact but is broad enough to reach 
unserved sections.28 From the legal standpoint the only way such a 
result can be accomplished is by the creation of more independent units 
within the region, which would be counter to the attempt on the part 
of library leaders to lessen the number of libraries. Here it is of interest 
that "Tennessee has no regional library law but through contract has 
10 regional libraries patterned after New York in general principle but 
less adequately financed." 29 
Garceau's report for the Public Library Inquiry looks with favor 
upon the New York pattern, and suggests that possibly one-half of 
the total library expenditures within the state should be made di- 
rectly by the state agency. He contends that "Such a plan escapes 
the most obvious hurdles of local tax limitations and frozen real prop- 
erty taxes."30 The fallacy, however, is in the assumption that while 
local tax limitations and frozen taxes exist, they do not occur at the 
state level. Prior to the upheaval which produced the appropriation for 
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the New York regional experiment, the grant-in-aid arrangement in 
New York had remained frozen for many years. 
The question arising here is whether library service can be provided 
partly by a local unit and partly by a state. Can it be managed half 
and half, or will the state, like the camel in the Arab's tent, eventually 
take over? It  seems that this problem, and the broader aspects of the 
state agency's position in direct public library service, is in need of 
study. In this connection Leigh, in his summarizing for the Public 
Library Inquiry, implies that there may well be monopoly systems in 
library service comparable to those of public utilities." The idea has 
merit; and ways in which the legal obstacles to consolidating all the 
existing units in a sample state could be overcome could be a subject 
of profitable study. 
This paper cannot discuss the legal aspects of the countless and 
different tax provisions by which libraries are supported. Potterf held 
that "a cardinal defect in the legal personality of many library boards 
lies in the narrow limits within which they can levy taxes." 32 His 
solution was a broadening of the base of local taxation. This is cer- 
tainly to be desired, but it should be pointed out that few library 
boards, if any, have direct power to levy taxes. Public libraries ordi- 
narily have been organized as parts of taxing authorities, and not 
themselves as taxing authorities; so that final discretion for levying 
taxes, even within statutory limitations, usually rests with a school 
board or city council, or with township trustees or county officials. I t  
would be most difficult for library boards to obtain legislation making 
them direct taxing authorities, and there is no indication of such a 
trend. Certainly existing association libraries, which are dependent 
upon whatever units they have persuaded to support them, show little 
desire to become part of government in order to overcome their 
inability to levy taxes. However, one result of introducing larger units 
of service is the broadening of the tax base, and is no doubt one of 
the factors encouraging the trend. 
Within the last ten years there have been persistent efforts on the 
part of the library profession to secure federal legislation and funds 
to demonstrate public library service in every state. These attempts 
have thus far been unsuccessful, but if such legislation ever should 
be enacted a new pattern of library service would emerge, and could 
conceivably lead to changes in the legal status of library organization. 
Sz~mmary.The constitntion of many libraries still consists of the 
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private corporation or association of one hundred years ago. Contrary 
to the trend toward the large unit, small libraries are still being formed 
on this basis. Women's clubs and other civic groups organize as private 
associations to provide public library service to new communities and 
new residential areas. Although no actual figures are available, it is 
possible that more new small library units are being created today than 
there is consolidation of existing units. 
The legal basis of many other libraries is still bound up with the 
time-honored unit represented by the municipality, township, or school 
district. In the history of library development the county as the legal 
basis for service has only recently become a favorite. hlulticounty or 
regional library organization seems to be the next step, in the crea- 
tion of county and regional libraries, some are formed by consolida- 
tion of existing agencies into single administrative units; but currently 
a contract or federation of existing libraries, which may include the 
state library agency, without loss of local autonomy, seems to be the 
prevailing device. Lastly, with some state agencies providing facilities 
directly, the state itself may become a legal basis for public library 
service, and the largest unit of it. 
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State and National Extension 
P A U L  HOWARD  
I N  SEPTEMBER1952 Fenton B. Turck, a New York 
consulting engineer, wrote that "The culture and the economy of the 
United States have, in less than a generation, exploded into an entirely 
new dimension." l He presented evidence that this explosion "is not 
a pattern made by a people interested only in material progress-'in 
bread alone.' It  is, rather, a design that shows a well-rounded people, 
matching material progress with the building of a great new national 
culture. . . . In a further examination of these facts, and others, the 
pattern becomes clear-a picture of an entirely new kind of America, 
and Americans, whose new behavior, desires, needs, and tastes demand 
new patterns of service and distribution." 
Mr. Turck went on to show that in 1950, as compared with 1940, 
Americans spent ninety-six per cent more in constant dollars for books 
but bought motor cars at  a rate only ten per cent greater than ten 
years ago. At this greatly accelerated rate they bought flowers and 
seeds, classical records, and theater and opera tickets. In one year they 
spent more to go to classical concerts than to baseball games. They 
bought more Bibles in the ten years than in the preceding forty years. 
Even the sceptical will admit some degree of truth in these con- 
clusions. A student of the library movement, in attempting to analyze 
the events of the past few years and to chart the course of its develop- 
ment, will do well to consider the relation between libraries and the 
over-all cultural patterns which are forming in'our time. Are libraries 
moving in the same direction as the general culture? Are they behind, 
or in advance? Are the trends we think we see, really trends? Which 
events have significance? Which victories and which defeats are likely 
to have permanence? 
I t  is generally accepted as a historical fact that public library devel- 
opment in the United States has been, up  to now, predominantly local. 
Mr. Howard is Librarian of the United States Department of the Interior. 
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The first tax-supported public library was established in 1803;2 the first 
state library extension service was inaugurated by hlassachusetts in 
1890;3 a federal agency working in the same field was not created 
until 1937; and the final state agency was not established until 1949.4 
It  should be noted that, in this article, the state and federai library 
agencies considered are those concerned with the study, guidance, 
and promotion of public libraries and public library service, as dis- 
tinguished from specialized and research libraries such as those of 
federal departments, and from state historical, legal, and other libraries. 
In the past ten to fifteen years there has been an acceleration in the 
development of federal and state interest in library extension. The 
following events may be taken as examples: 
1. Establishnlent of the Service to Libraries Section, United States 
Office of Education, 1937." 
2. Publication of Carleton B. Joeckel's Library Service as Staff Study 
No. 11for the Advisory Committee on Education, 1938.6 
3. hlichigan's annual continuing appropriation of $500,000 for 
libraries beginning in 1938.7 
4. Library support as state policy adopted in hlissouri's Constitu- 
tion, 1945.8 
5. The movement leading to establishment of the National Relations 
Office of the American Library Association in 1945. 
6. Publication of A National Plan for Public Library Seruice, 1948.9 
7. The Southeastern Library Survey, 194749.'" 
8. The Public Library Inquiry, 1947-50.11 
9. The creation of a Library Extension Section in the Arizona De- 
partment of Library and Archives, 1949.4 
10. The New York State Library Aid Rill of 1950, providing 
$1,175,000.12 
11. Use of state aid for library salaries in Georgia, 1951.13 
12. Consideration of federal-state demonstrations of library serv-
iCe.14-16 
These events are not the only ones which indicate the development 
of state and federal agencies for public library service, but they are 
important, and typical of many others. Each is an outgrowth of long 
evolution. Taken as a whole, they represent a phase of libraries' share 
in "the American explosion." Compared to the increased tempo of 
American life, the library explosion is subdued-a bit of fireworks 
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instead of atomic. I t  does represent an increasing vigor, an enlarging 
concept of library service, and development within the profession of a 
willingness to accept responsibility for controlling its own destiny. 
It  should be noted, also, that these events do not meet with uni- 
versal favor within the library profession. There have been conflicts 
within the A.L.A. and within state library associations over the estab- 
lishment of policies and their implementation. Many librarians do not 
perceive the trends, or disapprove the goals. Others are too concerned 
with individual problems to participate actively in larger movements. 
However, there is an increasing sense of direction, a gain in the skills 
necessary for attacking problems, and above all an increasing number 
of librarians working as a group for effective growth. 
Of the examples of development of state and federal library agencies, 
some represent actions by library associations; some, moves by state 
governments; and some, undertakings of the federal government. These 
categories are not mutually exclusive, and indeed bear important rela- 
tion to each other. 
The official actions of the A.L.A. during the last twenty years are 
the easiest to recognize as forming a single pattern. They did not 
occur spontaneously; instead, they represent a stage in library thinking 
and library history. They are a logical outgrowth of the needs and 
desires which led to the founding of the American Library Association 
in 1876. The urge for librarians to associate themselves in considering 
mutual problems leads to working together to achieve mutual goals. 
Combining in a national organization promotes this nationally. 
The establishment of the National Relations Office was part of the 
same movement which earlier had led to setting up the Service to 
Libraries Section in the Office of Education, and which had brought 
support of federal aid to education, including library service. The 
same movement produced planning on both a state and national scale 
by the national association; although in the final analysis that body 
could gain results only by pressure and persuasion. 
This activity, as a function of the American Library Association, 
grew out of the lack of adequate governmental facilities for planning 
and leadership in the public library movement. The relative weakness 
of state and federal library extension agencies, when compared to the 
strength of the larger public libraries, coupled with the tradition of 
local autonomy, had left a void which could be filled only by a national 
association. 
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It  may follow that, as the governmental agencies grow stronger, they 
will do more and more in determining directions and thus tie the staff 
and line functions closer together. There is some evidence of this in 
the stronger state units today. However, if the historical pattern pre- 
vails, it will be a long time before all state agencies can assume such 
responsibility, and even longer before the federal organizations can 
do so. The greatest hope for early progress lies in the factors men- 
tioned in Turck's "American Explosion." 
An interesting variation of association planning is found in the 
Southeastern Library Survey, which was a cooperative effort by 
agencies of the federal government, the states, and state and regional 
library associations. Other examples have occurred in the Pacific North- 
west and the Mountain Plains regions. 
In the sixty years required to establish state library extension 
agencies, from Massachusetts to Arizona, their growth has been uneven 
and sporadic. Some older agencies have increased in vigor and influ- 
ence. Some lately established ones have surpassed their forerunners in 
amount of appropriations, in strength of organization, and in influence 
upon state library development. Others, both old and new, have not 
been able to exert the influence or to provide the services now con- 
sidered incident to state responsibility. 
In the sixty years the pattern of state library service has changed 
from concern primarily with traveling libraries, meager supplements 
of local book funds, and aid in organizing libraries, to assistance in 
selecting librarians, establishing standards, demonstrating library serv- 
ice, and financial aid in making it adequate, and even to establishing 
regional centers as advocated in the National Plan for Public Library 
Seruice, or providing direct service where local resources are inade- 
quate. At the same time the scope of public library activity itself has 
broadened from collecting and preserving books to organizing and 
presenting knowledge. Salesmanship has entered, work with groups is 
advancing, and the library is becoming more nearly an integral part 
of everyday community life. 
The broadened concept of library service, with acceptance of the 
enlarged concept of state responsibility, has led to action by the states. 
The Missouri constitution, adopted in 1945,17declared it to be a 
policy to promote the establishment and development of free public 
libraries and to provide for their support. Other states have had 
similar provisions written into their basic library law during the last 
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decade. Arizona was the last to establish a library extension agency, 
this in 1949," but it provided no funds for the program. 
During the past seven years there have been a number of changes 
in the line of control for the state library agencies. In 1945 there 
were fourteen independent commissions, twenty-two units under state 
libraries (six of which were under state departments of education), 
nine directly under state departments of education, and two under 
other bodies.ls By 1952 there were twelve state library agencies under 
state departments of education, twenty under independent commis- 
sions, and sixteen as parts of state libraries.'"f there is any significance 
in this shifting of control, other than an indication of concern for state 
responsibility in public library development, it seems to lie in aware- 
ness of the difference between library service to a state government 
and library extension. 
The implementation of state policies for library extension does not 
testify so much to the establishment of policy as to the determination 
to carry it out. Helen Ridgway, writing in the hlunicipnl Yearbook 
for 1951,12 made an effective summary of the trend. She reported that 
for two year periods embracing 1950 there were material additions to 
state aid for public libraries in seventeen of the commonwealths, and 
that in nineteen others extension agencies were given increases for 
work allied to that ordinarily financed by state appropriations. New 
York through a new law added over $1,000,000 for 1950, bringing its 
total to $1,175,000. North Carolina assigned over $160,000 new money 
in an aggregate of $768,000, providing $550,000 to help speed and 
equalize public library service. Georgia raised its 1949-51 grant for 
rural libraries from $450,000 to $700,000. lllissouri added $150,000 
for 1949-51, reaching all told $672,000, which embraced over $400,000 
to assist city, county, and regional libraries. Louisiana increased its 
appropriation for 1948-50 by $100,000 to a total of $450,000, of which 
more than half went for dcmonstrations in parishes. 
Her statement points out several interesting facets. First, four of the 
five state agencies mentioned received state aid appropriations in 
excess of the $500,000 in hlichigan's 1838 appropriation, which was 
noted as a landmark. Second, three of the five agencies were in the 
"impoverished South, which had been considered too poor to support 
adequate library service. Third, the amount of increase ranged from 
$100,000 to over $1,000,000; and this increase, if viewed over a period 
of ten years, is significant. In the three southern states the appropria- 
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tions for state extension agencies exceeded the total 1941public library 
expenditures in those states, being approximately double in Georgia 
and Xorth Car~lina.~O Fourth, all three types of organization were 
represented.13 Two were under independent commissions, two under 
state departments of education, and one a part of the state library. 
Fifth, each of the programs aimed at the development of larger units 
of service, whether municipal, county, or regional. Although the small 
community library is still widely represented, evidence indicates that 
it is passing from the scene. 
At the federal level, the pattern has been different. When viewed 
in historical perspective, however, it appears likely that the federal 
government will assume an increasing responsibility for the promotioil 
and encouragement, if not the provision, of nationwide public library 
service. 
Before the establishment of a federal service to libraries most federal 
library assistance was either indirect, i.e., aimed at a specific objective 
in which libraries were included by coincidence, or consisted in 
exempting libraries from the provisions of certain federal statutes. Two 
important exceptions are the sale of Library of Congress catalog cards 
and the furnishing of depository libraries for federal publications. In 
1938 these federal services were adequately summarized by C. B. 
Joeckel for the Advisory Committee on Education in Stcrf Study 
No. 11.6 
During the previous year Congress had supplied an initial appro- 
priation to the Library Service Division of the Office of Education, 
for the purpose of "making surveys, studies, investigations, and reports 
regarding public, school, college, university, and other libraries; foster- 
ing coordination of public and school library service; coordinating 
library service on the national level with other forms of adult educa- 
tion; developing library participation in Federal projects; fostering 
Nation-wide coordination of research materials among the more schol- 
arly libraries, inter-State library cooperation, and the development of 
public, school, and other library service throughout the country." 
The high promise of this statement of objectives was then and has 
continued to be offset by meager appropriations. The division, now a 
section, has maintained a skeleton organization, limited by lack of 
funds primarily to studies, investigations, and reports, and to some 
of the coordinating functions mentioned. It  has served as a liaison 
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between libraries and various federal agencies in matters of surplus 
property and priorities and allocations of building materials. 
However, this is not the entire story. The Service to Libraries Sec- 
tion has and is exerting an important influence in state library exten- 
sion. Through cooperation with the Library Extension Division of the 
American Library Association, through national conferences of state 
library agencies, and through the transmission of information concern- 
ing state plans for library extension, as well as statistical information, 
it plays an important role at the state level. The importance of this is 
often entirely overlooked by observers, and even by participants in 
the conferences and by recipients of the benefits. 
At this point it becomes necessary to consider the Library Demon- 
stration Bill,ll, 14-l%nd its successors, in the light of the historical 
framework and with reference to federal interest in library extension 
and development. This bill, first introduced in the 79th Congress, has 
been favorably reported by every committee to which it has been 
referred; has been passed once by the Senate, and failed by only three 
votes in the House of the 81st Congress.'6 Nevertheless, up to now it 
has failed to pass. 
Any study of federal relations in the extension and development 
of public library service must assess the importance of this bill and 
its place in the American pattern of intergovernmental relationships. 
Garceau 22 intimates that any program of federal aid is premature 
from the standpoint of state agencies, but further states that "The use 
of Federal monies is justified as a convenient way to give intelligent 
direction to the movement. . . ." He  sees the Demonstration Bill and 
its successors not as an attempt to meet this need, but as an entering 
wedge for full-fledged federal aid. 
The debate on the floor of the House l6 indicates that enough con- 
gressmen shared his views to defeat the measure the only time it 
reached a vote. However, the fact that within five years the proposal 
gained almost enough support to succeed, suggests that some program 
conforming to the functions outlined in the original appropriation for 
the Library Service Division can become an expression of national 
policy. 
In summary, it appears that there is a definite tendency for state 
library extension agencies to increase in strength, to enlarge the scope 
of their operations, to participate more directly in library service to 
the public, and to assume planning and promotional functions for 
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statewide public library service. The federal government, following 
the historical pattern, is in an earlier stage of development in its rela- 
tion to public library service. Its present roles seem to be those of 
research, and of liaison between state library agencies and the federal 
government, with a view to serving as a clearinghouse for library 
-
However, the effort behind theLibraryervices Bills 
could enlarge the part of the federal government in a much shorter 
-
time than the sixty years which were required to establish state ex- 
tension agencies. 
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County and Regional Libraries 
in the United States 
H E L EN  A.  R I D GWAY  
THEFIRST FIFTY years of the American public 
library movement was characterized by the establishment of many 
small city and town libraries throughout the country. The second fifty 
years, beginning about 1900, saw increasing emphasis upon the de- 
velopment of larger units of library service, including county and 
regional libraries. 
In his detailed analysis of public library government Joeckel points 
out, "As currently used in the United States, the words 'county library' 
are loosely applied to any type of library service to a county or any 
considerable portion of it. Thus used, the term often gives an im-
pression of unified service to the whole county which may or may not 
be the actual fact." He then classifies the various types of libraries 
and various combinations of governmental and geographical situations 
which may contribute to what is commonly called county library serv- 
ice. Included are: (1)libraries which are part of a county government, 
( 2 )  libraries which are part of both a city and a county government, 
and ( 3 )  municipal libraries or libraries of other types which serve a 
county by contract. Geographically, they may serve the entire area of 
a county, or only a part, usually omitting the larger cities. 
Some years later Morgan explained, "Within these county libraries 
there exist so many variations in organization, size, income, govern- 
mental relations, and library procedure that the public concept evoked 
by the term 'county library' is, not surprisingly, often confused or in- 
accurate." She then used a simplification of the Joeckel classification, 
grouping county libraries into three kinds: independent, contract, and 
city-county. 
Miss Ridgway is Chief of the Bureau of Libraries, Connecticut State Department 
of Education. 
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The inclusion of the whole variety and range of county library serv- 
ice in lists and statistics of county libraries has been the general prac- 
tice. The notable exception is the Statistical Circular published by the 
U.S. Office of Education. This list does not incorporate statistics for all 
libraries at the disposal of county residents, but only those set up under 
state law to operate as county libraries, or under county administra- 
tion. It  omits county libraries which provide their services through 
contractual agreements, and also municipal public libraries giving 
some county service but already reported in other statistical circulars 
or bulletins. It  is especially useful, however, in supplying information 
about county libraries whose annual income is less than $5,000 and 
therefore does not entitle them to mention in the latest edition of the 
A.L.A. liste4 
The word "regional" as applied to library service also has taken on 
a number of different connotations. In 1937 Joeckel stated: "The words 
'region' or 'regional' are being used in three senses in current writing 
on the extension of library service. These are: ( 1) To indicate library 
cooperation in a major geographical region, such as the Middle West; 
( 2 ) To describe a regional public library system extending over a con- 
siderable area, such as a county library, a multiple-county library, or 
the Fraser Valley Demonstration Library in British Columbia; ( 3 )  To 
describe a type of branch library in a city or county public library 
system, as the Legler Regional Branch of the Chicago Public Library, 
or the Lancaster Regional Branch of the Los Angeles County Public 
Library." 
On other occasions, too, Joeckel relates his discussion of regional 
libraries principally to the second use of the word and is clearly think- 
ing of a library area made up of a number of counties and/or other 
taxing district^.^, In the National Plan he makes a distinction between 
"regional or multicounty libraries," "federated groups of libraries," and 
"special state districts." H a r r i ~ , ~  Merrill,g.lo Garceau,ll and Leigh I' 
all use the term "regional library" as synonymous with "multicounty 
library," but they all recognize and discuss other types of regional 
library service as well. Harris refers to five district classes of regional 
library service, including: (1) special library districts, ( 2 )  state re- 
gional units, ( 3 )  state regional service centers, ( 4 )  federal-state-
county service, and ( 5) multicounty libraries. 
A more detailed anaIysis of the various types may be found in 
Merrill's compilations of information on regional and district libraries, 
County and Regional Libraries in the United States 
to which reference has already been made." lo In these publications 
the word "region" obviously refers to a district smaller than a state- 
a multiple-county area or a trade area-and except for New England 
inclusion is limited to cases in which laws or sections of laws permit 
units larger than a county, whether called regional or district or rest- 
ing on contract with other counties. In New England, where emphasis 
is on the state and the town rather than the county, various contract 
provisions for town libraries are comprehended, as well as the arrange- 
ments under the Vermont state-regional law. Garceau lQefers to the 
emerging pattern of regions centering in field offices of the state library 
agency. Leigh agrees that the multicounty district is the most common 
regional library unit, but also recognizes the growing importance of 
the library districts constituted by state action and the public library 
organization of metropolitan areas as a reflection of the general gov- 
ernment pattern. The problems and patterns of library coordination 
and consolidation in metropolitan areas are outlined with some 
care by Vieg l4 and by Winslow.15 Winslow suggests as stages of 
evolution ( 1 )  cooperation, ( 2 )  coordination or federation, ( 3 )  volun-
tary consolidation, and f 4 )  enforced consolidation, and indicates the 
conditions under which each type might be appropriate. 
The gist of the matter is that in general usage the term "regional 
library" usually refers to a multicounty library. But the term "regional 
library service" is used interchangeably for the multicounty libraries 
of the Southeast and the Southwest; the ad hoc library districts of 
Illinois; the state-regional library service centers of Vermont, New 
Hampshire, Massachusetts, and New York; and the various services 
for metropolitan areas being developed in the instances at Buffalo,16, 
Los Angeles,ls and San Francisco.lg This distinction between terms 
was well made by Joeckel, "The term 'regional library service' . . . is 
used deliberately instead of 'regional library' since the essence of the 
proposal is a co-operative organization of library service rather than 
the governmental and administrative unit usually connoted by the term 
library." 
The history of the first twenty-five years of county library develop- 
ment in America has been ably summarized by Long.21 Early county 
library laws in Indiana (1816) and in Wyoming (1886) did not result 
in any appreciable building of book service for rural districts. Sandoe 22 
states that Ohio started the first county library in 1898, and that 
Maryland pioneered with a book wagon serving a county in 1907.24 
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Joeckel 23 accepts Long's authority 24 that county libraries for Hamilton 
and for Van Wert counties, Ohio, and for Washington County, Mary- 
land, were all authorized by law in 1898. Concerning the rivalry be- 
tween the two Ohio libraries Long explains, "Unquestionably the 
Hamilton County bill became a law five days before the Van Wert 
County bill, although the general county library bill to which Van Wert 
County stood sponsor was introduced earlier. The service in Hamilton 
County through deposit stations and the central library was in opera- 
tion before Van Wert enjoyed library service, but it was simply an 
extension of privileges from the city library, and not, as in the case of 
Van Wert, a library created from the beginning as a county institu- 
tion." Long gives April 9, 1898, as the date of incorporation of the 
Washington County Library, but 1901-02 as the first year of opera- 
tion, and 1905 as that for the Maryland book wagonz5 An early history 
setting forth Van Wert's claim as the pioneer county library appeared 
in 1914 and included a summary of all other county library develop- 
ments up to that date.20 Fair 27 compiled a list of articles on service 
organized by counties and other large units in 1935. A history of the 
Washington County Library 2s became available in 1951. 
In general, county library development was irregular and slow until 
California's county library act of 1909 and county free library law of 
1911. Both Long2" and Joeckel 29 stress the leadership of the state 
librarian, James L. Gillis, in convincing the government, the people, 
and the librarians of California of the importance of county libraries 
at a strategic point in the history of libraries in the state. 
Long 30 reports 200 counties over the nation as having county library 
service in 1925, among which were 42 of California's 58. By 1935 
California and New Jersey were the only states mentioned by Sandoe 31 
and Morgan in which county libraries were numerous and flourish- 
ing; although the only states without general laws for the establish- 
ment of such libraries in 1935 were Delaware, Idaho, North Dakota, 
and the New England group. Delaware already had a special county 
library law for Newcastle County, and New England was developing 
complete library coverage along other than county lines. 
Referring to statistics compiled by the American Library Associa- 
tion, Morgan continues, " . . . in 1935 there were actually in operation 
only 225 county libraries in the continental United States with incomes 
of $1,000 or more a year. Stimulated by improved legislation, state aid, 
and private grants, the movement aqain gained momentum, with the 
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result that by March, 1944, 651 counties were organized for library 
service in the continental United States." The latest revision of the 
A.L.A. statistical sum mar^,^ that of 1949, lists 736 counties having 
county or regional library service. In this figure are 35 multicounty 
libraries serving 87 counties, and 109 counties securing services from 
state library extension agencies. Ten counties coterminous with cities 
were not included. The financial standard applying was "a minimum 
annual income of $5,000 or 10 cents per capita, whichever is larger." ' 
Only 32 libraries met the A.L.A. minimum financial standard of $1.50 
per capita, and only 16 also met the A.L.A. minimum population stand- 
ard of 25,000. 
Much of this county and multicourity library development has taken 
place in the South, particularly in the Southeast. Harris attributes 
the growth to the fairly substantial amounts of state aid, to the presence 
and stimulation of the TVA, to the standards for high school libraries 
set by the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, 
and to the fact that the lack of previous library development has made 
it easier to secure cooperation for service over a large area. She also 
recognizes the stimulation of the W.P.A. grants. Merrill 32 and Martin,33 
too, emphasize the impetus state aid has given to the development of 
larger units of library service. 
The TVA's encouragement of regional services is similarly mentioned 
by P r i t ~ h e t t , ~ ~  and libraries are specifically cited as an example of such 
development by Lilienthal.3910rgan points out that the earlier grants 
from the Julius Rosenwald Fund, in 19?9. for the demonstration of 
county library service in seven southern states, really led to the sponsor- 
ship of W.P.A. library projects in the 1930's. -4 study of these Rosen- 
wald county library demonstrations has been made by Wilson and 
Wight,36 and a country-wide one of the extension of library service 
under the W.P.A. by S tan f~ rd .~ '  Other important reviews of the spread 
of library service in the South are attributable to Barker,38 and to 
Wilson and Mi l c z ew~k i . ~~  
In the North the most notable recent development of both county 
and regional library service is now taking place in New York State. 
A series of library studies begun in 1945 by the Division of Research 
of the State Education Department resulted in an interim summary by 
Crane 40 in 1947, and a final report by Armstrong and others *l in 1949. 
The studies included an evaluation of public library service in New 
York State, with suggestions for a division of the state into fifteen 
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regions, each to be served by a regional center. These centers were to 
be wholly state-supported and state-operated agencies, designed to 
perform functions that could be most effectively managed on a region- 
wide basis. Service was to be given directly to local public libraries 
and librarians, not to the general public, just as a wholesaler supplies 
the wants of the retailer. 
The immediate result of the studies just cited was an appropria- 
tion of $100,000 by the 1948 legislature, for the establishment of an 
experimental program in the Watertown region of the state, to last 
approximately three years. During the period a careful evaluation was 
made of the experiment, and as it was considered successful the plan 
was continued on a permanent basis. An interim report 42 on it was 
made in 1950. In addition to their value for New York State, the studies 
related to the experiment became the basis of some of the later and 
more extensive research undertaken for the Public Library Inquiry by 
A rm~ t r o ng , ~~  and L e i g l ~ . ~ ~  Gar~eau , '~  
A second result of this concentrated attention on library needs in 
New York State was the organization of a Library Trustees Founda- 
tion and the appointment of a Governor's Committee on Library Aid, 
whose first reportM was issued in 1950. It  was primarily due to the 
trustees' interest and effort that a bill authorizing substantial aid to 
county library units was passed by the 1950 legislature. For the first 
year a state appropriation of $1,000,000 was made. When fully oper- 
ative, the maximum state financial aid to local libraries would be 
$3,653,000 a year, approximately thirty-five per cent of the current 
amount provided by local taxation for library support. The formulas for 
the various state grants in New York State are summarized by Leigh,47 
and the regulations under which they are administered have been 
issued by the Commissioner of E d u ~ a t i o n . ~ ~  
The question raised by Leigh whether this provision for state aid 
to county libraries will supersede or include the program for regional 
library service centers, such as the one at Watertown, has been ex- 
plored in some detail by Bradley.4g He suggests that the two plans 
would seem to be complementary, not competitive, the direct state aid 
being especially applicable to the more populous metropolitan areas, 
and the regional service centers to those unserved or dependent on 
existing small libraries. As of July 1, 1951, Bradley reports three county- 
wide plans operating under the 1950 law, these being in Chemung, 
Erie, and Schenectady. He tells of schemes outlined in four other 
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counties, and of plans in the predraft stage in twenty-two more 
counties. 
The particularly complex situation in Erie County, New York, is 
discussed by Mahoney,17 who designates the library there as the first 
of the federated kind of public library in the United States; although 
Bradley points out that it has not yet resulted in a complete amalga- 
mation of the two metropolitan and the smaller outlying libraries into 
a consolidated county organization. Progress is steadily being made, 
however, according to the library's own annual reports.16 Plans for 
the development of regional library service on a state-wide basis are 
also proceeding in a number of other states,50 notably in Washington, 
where the organization is based on a report by B ~w e rm a n . ~ ~  
In 1923 both the American Library Association and the National 
Grange passed resolutions offering their belief that the county library 
system would bring to country residents opportunities more nearly 
equal to those of the city dweller, and so preserve and enrich farm 
life.30 Subsequent experience has shown, and authorities in general 
agree, that with notable exceptions, the typical county in the United 
States is both too small in population and too limited in financial re- 
sources to provide adequate library service to rural areas. In moving 
toward larger units, however, many proponents of library extension 
still rely mainly on the county as a base for organization, and avoid 
creating ad hoc districts in disregard of county lines. 
As Leigh puts it, "The library extension leaders who have accepted 
the concept . . . [of larger public library units for rural areas] have 
actually rejected the county as the universal unit for rural library 
organization. Even in California where large county libraries developed 
early as models for emulation, some of the counties lack the population 
and tax income considered adequate for full, modem library service." 52 
Garceau 53 and Leigh 54  both point out that the estimated minimum 
workable unit of population has changed from 25,000 to 40,000 to 
200,000, and the proposed standards of expenditure from $6,000 to 
$25,000, to $37,500, to $60,000, and now to $100,000. 
The breakdown in the old distinction between "rural" and "urban" 
living also has an important bearing on the development of library 
service to rural people, as Kolb 65 suggests, and even nonlibrarians 
like Odum 56 and Reed 57 sense the implication for libraries of the 
accelerated development of metropolitan areas and of regional plan- 
ning generally. Even the multicounty region and the metropolitan area 
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as units of library government seem inadequate to Garceau" and 
Leigh,58 and they follow Joeckel,59-6l Wilson,62 and others in 
emphasizing the increasingly important role of the state in the strength- 
ening and extension of library service-through stimulation and super- 
vision, through state grants-in-aid, and through the administration of 
state-regional library service centers. 
Nor has the role of the federal government in relation to library 
service been overlooked. Joeckel 64-66 envisages an enlarged and greatly 
strengthened national agency equipped to provide effective library 
leadership, supplementary materials and services, and federal grants- 
in-aid in a variety of forms, including grants for regional library service. 
Garceau 67 concludes, however, ". . . despite the compelling logic of 
Louis Round Wilson's Geography of Reading, there is no state in the 
union which could not today easily meet ALA's standards for public 
libraries." He suggests, therefore, federal grants-in-aid to state library 
agencies for administration, rather than for demonstration of county 
or regional library services, with a second type of federal grant to 
cooperating research libraries for the purpose of building a national 
network of coordinated research facilities. Leigh appears to accept the 
validity of federal grants to public libraries if administered by state 
library agencies for purposes of stimulation rather than equaliza-
tion, but adds, "A more fundamental type of Federal participation in 
public library development in the years ahead is by leadership and 
financial support of the country's research library and bibliographical 
facilities." 6s 
For the next decade at least the trends in the development of county 
and regional library services would appear to be toward creation of 
large multicounty libraries by consolidation, federation, or contract; 
the organization of metropolitan library areas by federation, contract, 
and occasionally by consolidation; and the further development of 
state-regional centers for the provision of st~pplementary library serv- 
ices to local municipal, county, and ~nulticounty libraries. ?\/lunn 
expresses some doubt about the state-regional office being the answer 
for all forty-eight states, and suggests waiting for evidence from present 
experiments in Vermont, hlassachusetts, Missouri, and New York. 
Meanwhile present county and regional librarians should derive much 
help from the references already cited, and from such summaries of 
discussion and experience as Reaching Readers and Schenk's forth- 
coming manual.71 
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E D W A R D  A.  W I G H T  
THE SCOPE of what may properly be termed per- 
sonnel work in public libraries has not been defined with sufficient 
clarity to make possible the easy identification and selection of per- 
tinent items from library literature. Furthermore, subject headings in 
current indexes do not keep pace with the development of new con- 
cepts and terminology in a field in which that literature is rapidly 
expanding. The major groupings of subjects in personnel administration 
in public libraries may, however, be expected to follow fairly closely 
those used in the broader field of public personnel administration. A 
check of the subject headings used in four recent issues of Personnel 
Literature, a bibliography issued by the United States Civil Service 
Library, shows current matter listed under sixty to seventy headings. 
Among the larger topics included are: position classification, salary 
determination, recruitment and selection, training, performance evalua- 
tion, conditions of employment, employee organizations, and problems 
of organization and administration. 
The first effort to encompass in one volume a fairly comprehensive 
treatment of the methods and problems in the field was Herbert's 
Personnel Administration in Public Libraries.' Although now largely 
outdated, it still has some value for the neophyte and serves as a useful 
introduction. A second volume of broad scope is Personnel Administra- 
tion in Libraries, edited by Martin.2 Because of the specific problems 
treated in the papers and the authority of the authors, it is one of the 
most useful volumes on the subject. 
The Telford R e p ~ r t , ~  published in 1927, is among the "landmark" 
titles in library personnel work. Indeed, it almost marks the beginning 
of the authoritative literature in this field. Using data from 6,000 posi-
tions in about 150 libraries, it is a factual study of the basic problems 
of position classification in libraries, and represents a stage of develop- 
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ment which still has not been reached by many public libraries. The 
later Clussification and Pay Plans for municipal Public Libraries of 
the American Library Association uses the general framework devel- 
oped by the earlier publication, but presents the material in very 
different form, without making significant improvement in the basic 
theory or techniques. The comparable 1951 report Qn the same topic 
has wisely abandoned the effort to tailor a classification plan for each 
library, in favor of statements of principles and methods, so that each 
institution may develop its own classification and pay plan to fit its 
particular situation and needs. 
Representative Positions in the Library of Congress is noteworthy 
because, in addition to the large number of class specifications given, 
representing most of the levels and types of work in the library, the 
volume shows in charts and text the over-all organization and staff 
and the organization and major purposes of each separate organiza- 
tional unit. A brief volume issued by the Virginia State Library Exten- 
sion Division attempts to formulate specifications for typical classes 
of positions, and salary schedules for several variant forms of public 
libraries in that state. A publication of the New Jersey Library Asso- 
ciation has somewhat similar pu rpo~e s . ~  The effort to define the pro- 
fessional and nonprofessional job content of library positions produced 
the useful Descriptice List of Professional and Nonprofessional Duties 
in Libraries.9 
For a number of years data on salaries currently paid were published 
in the A.L.A. Bulletin in connection with statistics for public libraries. 
The discontinuance of this annual compilation led to a special tabula- 
tion for a group of large libraries by Galt, of Buffalo, now continued 
by Enoch Pratt Free Library. Partly because of dissatisfaction ex-
pressed at recent American Library Association meetings with the 
proposed revision of the Association's minimum salary standards with- 
out inclusion of current scales, a study of salaries was made in 1952, 
and a first report based on that has appeared.1° Also, David l1 sum-
marized the economic status of library personnel in 1949, presenting 
salary data in a variety of classifications and for several types of 
libraries. For such information covering a wide range of individual 
public libraries, the best published sources are now the annual reports 
of the various state library agencies. 
The selection of library employees l2 and in-service training l3 are 
given well-rounded consideration in two papers in the volume edited 
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by Martin, Internship in the Library Profession is the subject af an 
article by St. John.14 Alvarez l 5  has made a detailed study of the 
qualifications of 241 directors of public libraries in cities of over 10,000 
population in seven midwestern states. Personnel and training agencies 
have been surveyed and reported upon in Indiana,16 hlichigan,17 Ten- 
nessee,ls and New Jersey.lg At the University of Chicago Library 
Institute in 1948 Munn 20 read a paper entitled "Education for Public 
Librarianship" and Ersted 21 one on the subject of "Education for 
Library Service to Children and Youth." 
A comparative study of service ratings in several public libraries 
was made recently by E l l i ~ t t . ~ ~  
Conditions of employment are included in the report of David 
previously referred to. Certification has been a topic of recurring 
interest for a number of years, and one compilation summarizing prac- 
tices in the several states has appeared.23 This summary subsequently 
has been brought more nearly up to date.24 Kavanaugh and We s c~ t t , ~ "  
after a survey of opinion, prepared a statement headed "A National 
Examination as a Basis for Library Certification." Practices of indi- 
vidual states have often been reported in brief articles, but the recent 
proposals for New York seem to represent the most significant progress 
on this problem.26 
Personnel practices in a group of civil service and non-civil service 
public libraries were studied by G01dhor.~~ A detailed treatment of 
the selection of the head librarian in a civil service jurisdiction 
applies the case study method to a single position, while a general 
report on civil service and libraries answers many of the common ques- 
tions on this s~b jec t .~9  
Organizations of employees is the subject of a thoughtful paper by 
Phelp~,~Oand the incidence of unions in libraries has been described 
by B e r e l ~ o n . ~ ~  The need for a new approach to the problems of morale 
is eloquently stated by Gardner.32 A group of papers on retirement for 
librarians was recently edited by G01dhor.~~ Two publications prepared 
by the staff of the Minneapolis Public Library have been reprinted by 
A.L.A. The first emphasizes public relations with patrons,34 and the 
second supervision of personnel.36 
The effort to encourage individual public libraries to prepare well- 
rounded codified manuals of personnel organization and procedure 
should be stimulated by a recent publication of the A.L.A. Board of 
Personnel Admini~trat ion.~~ Many of the volumes recounting the sur- 
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vey of the Los Angeles Public Library have findings and implications 
for personnel and Volume IX is devoted exclusively to personnel ad- 
mini~tration.~'This is the outstanding example of a factual study of 
policies and practices in a single public library, and its findings and 
recommendations are of wide significance for other institutions. 
The Public Librarian,38 one of the volumes growing out of the Public 
Library Inquiry, contains the largest amount of material within any 
one volume on the specific topic of professional personnel in public 
libraries. Among the general conclusions are the following: ( a )  public 
librarians "are not a clearly defined professional group," ( b )  "both 
the general level and the career pattern of salaries for professional 
personnel in public libraries are inadequate and tend to be inequitable," 
( c )  a large proportion of the personnel do not have the collegiate and 
professional education called for, ( d )  "personnel in public libraries 
is inadequately organized and supervised," and ( e )  "present public 
librarians are, on the average, oriented by temperament, interest, and 
training more toward the atmosphere and the working pattern of the 
traditional public library than toward the purposes and activities of 
the institution envisaged by the current official public library leaders." 
A survey of the literature on personnel in public libraries seems to 
indicate that while it is extensive, most of it is elementary and un- 
integrated. Perhaps with a view to remedying this, a subcommittee 
of the American Library Association Board on Personnel Administra- 
tion has been working on the preparation of a bibliographic essay re- 
viewing the literature on library personnel administration. 
On the subject of financial administration, the relatively small body 
of substantial writing in the public library field may, for convenience, 
be grouped under the following topics: the place of the library in 
public finance; budget; income, including that from federal and state 
aid; expenditures; and accounting. Two volumes, neither of them now 
up to date but covering several or most of these subjects are those by 
Vitz 39 and by Wight.40 The first, a collection of papers by librarians, 
emphasizes financial problems of the library in the early years of the 
depression of the 1930's, but includes points of view which still are 
pertinent. 
Chatters 41 treats the relationship of the library to the local govern- 
ment, an important problem not limited to finance. The trend toward 
home rule charters, now making rapid progress in some states, will 
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undoubtedly affect fiscal as well as other aspects of the public library 
program. 
The best treatments of the function, structure, and operation of the 
public library budget are to be found in the general works by Vitz and 
Wight, referred to above. However, the theory and practice as ex- 
pressed in these volumes are less adequate, though more specifically 
pertinent, than will be found in the general and specialized literature 
of public administration. Discussions of the library budget emphasize 
the income part of the budget-sources of income, methods of securing 
additional financial support, and winning the 'budget campaign." 
Drury and Shedd 42 have prepared a "library finance handbook" espe- 
cially for Kansas libraries. 
The performance budget, representing a relatively new topic in 
public finance, has not yet been adequately described as it relates to 
libraries. Such a budget is set up in terms of ( a )  the specific antici- 
pated work program, including volume of work performance, ( b )  cost 
per unit for each type of work to be performed, and ( c )  the total of 
the amounts of money required as shown by the products of the 
volumes of work and the corresponding costs per unit. Obviously a 
satisfactory performance budget cannot be prepared unless the basic 
work units have been defined and compiled and unit-cost data have 
been determined. 
Two opposing points of view relating to local sources of tax income 
for library support are ( a )  that the proceeds of a definite tax or rate 
should be earmarked for the library, and ( b )  that the library should 
receive its support in the form of appropriations from the general 
revenue of the jurisdiction. The provision of a definite millage or a 
minimum-maximum range is common in general library legislation. 
A part of the proceeds of the intangible property tax is used success- 
fully in Ohio. Librarians have tended to support the first point of 
view, while the general theory of public finance has tended to oppose 
such a piece-meal approach to the financial support of governmental 
services.4a In fact, public administrators would tie all aspects of public 
library administration and finance more closely to the local govern- 
ment.44 
The volume by Arm~trong,'~ published in mimeographed form for 
the Public Library Inquiry, contains data on income and expenditures 
from the Inquiry sample of libraries and for the several states, and 
represents an important and unique contribution. 
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Three particular aspects of library income have dominated the 
library literatwe of the past two decades, namely the library in the 
depression, federal aid, and state aid. The first and second of these 
topics often are considered together. Duffus 46 described the financial 
plight of "our starving libraries" during the depression years of the 
early 1930's, following studies of ten American communities. Stanford 47 
reported a comprehensive investigation of federal aid during the de- 
pression years. Descriptions of the programs of two states are included 
in his volume. Scores of articles about local and statewide pro, "rams 
have appeared. Chatters 4s gives a succinct overview of the implications 
of financial aid from central government-state and federal-and makes 
general suggestions about future policy. 
Many of the early articles about federal aid are concerned with the 
dangers inherent therein, and are now primarily of interest to the 
historian. Joeckel's report 49 on the problem, and the wide experience 
of libraries with various forms of emergency federal aid durinq the 
depression years, have done much to promote the acceptance by the 
profession of the general principles of federal participation in financing 
extension of library service. The published hearings on the federal 
library service bill contain evidence supporting the now approved 
point of view, as well as details covering the proposed distribution of 
federal aid to the several statese50 Late in the fall of 1952 p!ans were 
announced by the American Library Association to reintroduce in the 
S3rd Congress the library service hill which failed to be brought to a 
vote in the 82nd Congress. 
Wachtel 51 published in 1933 a study of state provisions for the sup- 
Fort of municipal public libraries. An excellent brief history and state- 
ment on the present status of state aid as of 1945 is given by hlerri11.52 
Reports on the need for aid of that sort, and on plans for specific pro- 
grams, are common in the publications of state agencies and associa- 
tions. Possibly the most careful of these have emanated from New York 
State. The Report of the Governor's Committee on Library Aid 53 
qives important background information, together with the text of the 
State Aid Law of 1950. Programs of assistance are now operating suc- 
cessfully in many states, under widely different plans and methods of 
support. Possibly the outstanding tendency in the best of the state-aid 
programs is the emphasis upon strengthening the services of small 
libraries by some type of consolidated or integrated large-area plan.54 
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as distinct from the early methods of equal small grants or direct per- 
capita payments. 
Public library expenditures in cities of over 100,000 population 
have been studied by Deily " in relation to the total municipal ex- 
penditures and the economic ability of the jurisdictions. Kaiser " has 
made comparisons of trends, including expenditures, in a group of 
large public libraries from 1900 to 1946. 
Library accounting is similar in principle to general accounting, 
and consequently has received relatively little attention. Special 
manuals for public libraries have been prepared by Brown 57 and by 
but local needs will probably continue to dictate the practices 
of individual libraries. The chief advance in recent years has been 
the introduction of machine methods. Parker j9 describes library appli- 
cations of punched cards in financial administration. 
In a chapter on "cost accounting" Wightqo refers to significant 
studies up to 1943. The data for the hlontclair survey of costs in 
thirty-seven public libraries, reported by Raldwin and Marcus,60 repre- 
sent the largest body of information on this subject. Possibly the most 
significant contribution of their effort is the compilation on the dis- 
tribution of time in various types of activities, which was a by-product 
of the cost investigation. 
An important analysis of the financial administration of a single 
library system is given in one of the volumes of the survey of the 
Los Angeles Public Library.O1 On a lower key there is Yabroff's survey 
of business procedures in the Racine (Wisc. ) Public Library.=* 
Examination of the literature reveals no example of a library which 
has integrated cost accounting with its general accounting. Obviously, 
such a process will require refinements in practice and routine re-
ports regarding the volume of work accomplished. The units of per- 
formance which are recorded must be directly related to the cate- 
gories into which expenditures are classified or can be segregated, 
since the unit cost is the total expense of an operation or activity 
divided by the number of work units accomplished. Performance 
budgeting, which has been referred to earlier, requires unit cost data, 
thus illustrating the basic unity of budgeting, accounting, and cost 
accounting. 
The present writer suggests that consideration be given by public 
libraries to cost accounting and performance budgeting, using a few 
simple basic types of activities or services which are common to prac- 
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tically all libraries, such as ( a )  acquisition and processing, ( b )  preser- 
vation and storage, ( c )  circulation, ( d )  information and reference 
work, including the advising of readers, and ( e )  other services. For 
the first four of these the count of number of items gives the perform- 
ance data. With the exception of the volume of information and refer- 
ence services these figures are now typically recorded. The "other 
services" consist primarily of a variety of activities for individuals and 
groups, such as forums, concerts, and exhibitions, where the basic 
count is the number of persons served. Within each of the five broad 
types of services suggested as measures of performance, unit costs 
would probably vary widely with different types of materials and 
programs. Some libraries would want to make further refinement of 
the data, so as to determine the variations in unit costs among a variety 
of activities. The total cost of performing the anticipated number of 
units of work should add up to the total budget request. The costs of 
activities and operations which are nonproductive of any of the re- 
corded work units, such as administration, and building operation and 
maintenance, must be allocated to the various appropriate work units. 
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Buildings and Equipment 
CHARLE S  M. MOHRHARDT  
A PHENOMENAL  construction boom has taken 
place in public library building during the past seven years. New 
edifices are appearing all over the country. In metropolitan Detroit 
alone some seventeen new public library buildings have been planned 
or put up in this short period. Most of the construction nationally has 
been confined to branch libraries in the large and medium-sized cities, 
and to main libraries in the medium and small-sized communities. 
Information concerning library buildings erected since World War I1 
is brief and widely scattered in library and architectural journals, in 
newspapers, and in the files of the American Library Association. Un- 
fortunately there is no recent publication on buildings comparable to 
Wheeler and Githens' monumental prewar volume.' The references 
included in this article have been selected to show the most recent 
trend in the design of public library buildings. 
The new buildings indicate clearly that a basic shift in style is taking 
place.2 The "monumental" and "informal" designs of earlier periods are 
being replaced with "functional" structures which fit the needs of their 
communities and help to promote the library program rather than 
simply serve as reading rooms and repositories for books. The "func- 
tional" library is simple in form, open, efficiently laid out, flexible, and 
relatively cheap to pera ate.^-^ In physical appearance it is more friendly 
and inviting than its predecessors. 
The change in public library design has been brought about by many 
influences. Perhaps the greatest impetus toward the new approach 
sprang from the lean years of the depression, the scarcities created by 
the war, the ever-present need for more economy in governmental 
services, and a striving for the best possible library service at the least 
possible cost.6 A second factor favoring new design was growing aware- 
ness of the uninviting aspect of older libraries, which were poorly 
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lighted, expensive to operate, wasteful of space, and apparently suf- 
fered from a disease which manifested itself in a brown and tan 
coloration. A third influence was the inauguration of new services 
designed to make the resources of the library more useful to the 
community. Finally, there has been a realization that improved meth- 
ods of library operation bring new and different physical requirements.= 
One of the more noticeable new developments in the public library 
is its emergence from the side streets, or quiet neighborhoods, into 
the hurly-burly of the shopping center, often having as its neighbor a 
supermarket or a local movie house. The convenience to the library 
patron of having his library building, and particularly that of a branch, 
located in the business area and within a few steps of the places where 
he does his weekly marketing, far offsets any advantage of quiet which 
the more secluded spot ~ f f e r e d . ~  Sites are now selected for availability 
to the user.8 Parking lots are often furnished to the public and the 
staff. Bicycle racks are placed near entrances to avoid clutter on the 
sidewalks and round doors. 
Since buildings have been located in business districts they have 
come to embody many of the features which merchants have found 
important in attracting customer^.^ Entrances are placed at sidewalk 
level for easy access, and large areas of glass are used on fronts, in 
order to permit passers-by to view the books and readers and the 
colorful and inviting interiors.lO-l4 
I t  is inside the buildings, however, that the greatest changes have 
been made.15 Light-colored floor coverings are used to brighten the 
effect and to reflect light on the lower bookshelves. The trend is away 
from cork floors and toward asphalt tile, rubber tile, and linoleum. 
Painted cinder block walls appear to be increasing in favor, as they 
provide a colorful and attractive texture, beside having desirable 
acoustical properties and being much cheaper than plaster. The treat- 
ment of ceilings with sound-absorbing materials is standard practice. 
A highly important quality for any new library-and this is particu- 
larly true of the branches-is convertibility. Changes may occur in any 
neighborhood over a period of twenty to twenty-five years. The mod- 
em branch library building, placed in its appropriate location and 
constructed without columns and interior bearing walls, can easily be 
converted to commercial purposes. I t  has a resale value which was 
not possessed by the older single-purpose buildings. 
The layout of the new interiors differs widely from that of the old.ls 
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Many of the new features have been introduced to eliminate the for- 
bidding atmosphere of earlier days, and to invite the reader to use 
the books and facilities at hand.17 The public service space no longer 
is divided into rooms designated as being for adults, juvenile depart- 
ments, and reference purposes. The separating walls are omitted, and 
any division desirable is achieved by means of free standing book- 
cases. The inside of the building remains open, free, and pleasant to 
the sight.l8, l9 Not the least important aspect is f l e~ ib i l i t y .~~  As the 
needs of the community change, altering, for example, the proportion 
of children to adults and bringing necessity for reallocation of space, 
the building can be adapted with a minimum of cost through the 
simple expedient of moving bookcases. 
The new buildings often are so designed that all public service may 
be kept on the ground floor. Usually one control desk can serve for 
charging and discharging of books and registration of borrower^.^^ 
In many newer plans such a desk is placed so that its staff may super- 
vise most of the public service area,22 this being particularly true in 
branches. In main buildings, where limitations of building site must be 
taken into consideration, the effort is toward the maximum public 
service on the ground floor. This arrangement renders the library easier 
for the public to use, eliminates the need for space-consuming stair- 
ways and corridors, enables the public service staff to be concentrated 
on one floor, induces coordination in work assignments, and adds 
greatly to ease of supenision. 
Careful studies have been made of the requirements of illumina- 
t i ~ n . ~ ~While there is no universal agreement on the amount of light 
required for reading areas, experience has shown that forty foot-candles 
maintained is adequate for most readers. The chief consideration is 
that all public service areas be  evenly lighted, so that free-standing 
bookcases, tables, chairs, and other equipment may be moved to new 
locations and still have the necessary supply. 
An aid to good lighting, as well as to economy in many directions, 
has been the lowering of the ceilings and the use of bright or light 
colors on walls, floors, furniture, and books. The esthetic appeal of a 
room where color has been employed with discrimination and taste 
is a psychological lift to both staff and public. The old heavy oak 
tables, with chairs and reading lamps to match, have been replaced 
with end-tables and colorful plastic upholstered chairs, which lend the 
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air of an inviting lounge.24 Reference areas are provided with indi- 
vidual tables, or with those of a type seating four persons. 
There have been many changes in branch building layout with refer- 
ence to public service. The place reserved for young people is located 
between the children's and the adult areas, so that the child is able 
to progress toward adult reading as rapidly as his intellectual interests 
impel him. The reference facilities, since they are used heavily by 
boys and girls of high school age, are placed near to, or sometimes in, 
the section used by the youth group. The adult lounge, for obvious 
reasons, is situated near the adult bookstacks. Since this lounge com- 
monly is a most attractive and colorful area, it has been placed directly 
inside the large glass part of the building front. 
A meeting room has become an important and almost necessary 
feature of the modem branch library.2" 28 The addition of a great 
variety of community services in the form of educational programs 
has called for rooms which can be separated from the main area for 
such activities. The ideal location for the meeting room is on the 
ground floor, at a point easily accessible from the children's and adult 
sections. This arrangement permits crowds of children to move in or 
out for story hours without disturbing other patrons. It  also allows the 
space to be used for smoking when no gatherings are scheduled. 
In this connection, public librarians are recognizing the need for 
smoking facilities in their building~.~7 con-The patron who spends 
siderable time in the library should not be required to retire to the 
outside for the relaxation of a smoke. The dual-purpose meeting and 
smoking room is often separated from the lounge area by means of 
a glass partition, which provides for adequate supervision. When the 
space is used for meetings, draperies can be drawn to insure privacy. 
Colorful draperies can have a softening effect and add to the distinc- 
tion of the building as a whole. 
Thus far we have been concerned with trends in public library 
design which directly affect the patron and concern his attraction and 
comfort. There are other new features which are not obvious to the 
public, but are of tremendous importance in the behind-the-scenes life 
of a library. 
A common practice in planning buildings of the older type was the 
inclusion of multiple small workrooms. The trend now is toward in- 
corporation of these into one larger area which may serve two or 
three departments, thus saving in building cost and lessening the 
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duplication of typists, and of typewriters and other equipment. A fur- 
ther economy in the workroom may be achieved by adopting work 
stations in place of desks. Each of these is assigned to a staff member to 
assure him adequate space for his routine duties. In branch libraries 
the staff workroom is usually placed directly behind the control desk, 
so that clerical operations may be removed from the desk and not 
appear overprominent,*%nd yet be near at hand. It  is planned with 
access either from the street or from a vestibule, permitting deliveries 
without disturbance of public service departments. 
The staff kitchenette is sometimes situated adjacent to the workroom, 
in which case it is open only to the staff; or it may be placed near the 
meeting room, in position to serve as well such occasional groups as 
may hold meetings in the building.2g Available on the market today 
are self-contained kitchen units which include a small stove, re-
frigerator, sink, and cupboard. Such a unit, and a snack bar attached 
to the wall, conserve space in the staff quarters and allow use of part 
of the room for a staff lounge. 
One of the most importance shifts in the arrangement of public 
libraries is a change in the situation and size of the control desk. 
According to this, the desk is adjacent to the entrance and parallel 
to the course of the borrower as he enters, rather than directly ahead 
of him. Such a position seem preferable, inasmuch as the borrower 
sees the book collection at once and, furthermore, does not feel that 
he is under observation from the moment he enters the building. The 
new control desk is smaller and lower than the old, being thirty-five 
inches high on the adult end and thirty inches high on the juvenile end.2 
This smaller desk is made possible by the newer methods of book 
charging, such as the transaction system and other devices for routine 
simplification. The transaction method of book charging, incidentally, 
is being successfully used with such varied types of equip~ncnt as 
punched card machinery, tape and wire recorders, and photographic 
machines which reproduce on either film or paper. 
Great attention has been given to saving space and time in the 
smaller details of the new buildings. It  has been found that the 
elimination of closets reduces building costs and provides greater flexi- 
bility, especially since oversized closets tend to become catchalls and 
to harbor material and articles of no value. Undersized closets, on the 
other hand, result in an overflow and general clutter. A desirable 
alternative is substitution of movable steel or wood cabinets, which 
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may be added to if more space is needed. They also contribute to the 
flexibility of the building, as they may be moved when expediency 
indicates a change. 
Many libraries are now using bin-type periodical cases.2 These have 
a sloping hinged surface, where current issues of magazines are dis- 
played while previous issues are stored behind them. The whole cover, 
of the current issue is in view, there is no overlapping of items, and 
the effect is pleasing and colorful as well as convenient. The bin-type 
case does, however, require more space than the more conventional 
type of periodical rack. 
Perhaps a further word is indicated regarding trends in the selection 
of furniture, since chairs are the obvious spots for placing the warm 
or contrasting bits of color necessary to a pleasing general appearance. 
New plastic materials are available in a wide choice of color and 
designs. They have proved to be durable and easy to keep clean. Many 
libraries are buying chairs designed for hotels and restaurants, since 
they are built to withstand the rough wear of public use. Selections 
are made with regard to a room as a whole, and with thought of wall 
and floor coverings as well as of the heights and relative weight values 
of the other equipment. A colorful, balanced, well-lighted interior 
which may be seen from the outside, particularly at night, is a far 
more potent advertisement for library service than any showcase 
could be. 
Some libraries have added exterior conveniences which deserve 
attention. One of these is a timing device which floodlights a parking 
area, and which may be controlled so that the lights are turned off 
automatically after the staff has left the grounds. Another innovation 
is the book-return box, which is placed at the curb in front of the 
building for the convenience of the patron driving to or from work.2 
There has been no intention in this article of implying that all old 
ways are bad and all new ways are good. Tradition has its place in 
the lives of all of us. It lends a pattern to our affairs in which we find 
comfort and security, and breaks with it are wisely undertaken with 
caution. What has been presented here, in the way of innovations and 
changes of various kinds, represents tried and tested features which 
have proved satisfactory, desirable, and acceptable not only to staffs 
but to the public and to the handlers of city purse-strings. Staffs, 
on the whole, have expressed appreciation of the ease of operation of 
the new structures. Public enthusiasm for the new kind of building is 
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articulate, and evidenced by growing use of library facilities. Those 
members of city governments who control budgets are aware that 
buildings of the type described are less expensive to construct and to 
operate than others, and have resulted in more widespread service. 
In the face of such wholesale popular approval there can be no doubt 
that public libraries are establishing new traditions which more than 
compensate for loss of the old. 
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THE PUBLIC LIBRARY services of Great Britain 
differ from those of other countries in that all are provided under one 
body of library legislation and governed and financed by local au- 
thorities. All are managed by library committees appointed by, and 
responsible to, the elected councils of urban and county areas which 
are independent of one another and of the central government-the 
latter having no share in their management or financing-and which 
are free to determine their own standards, provisions, and activities. 
This administrative framework was determined by the Public Libraries 
Act of 1919, which permitted county councils to provide libraries in 
all districts for which urban (or rural county-district) authorities had 
not adopted the preceding Libraries Acts.' The result is not an admin- 
istrator's ideal. The nearly six hundred independent authorities serve 
populations ranging from less than two hundred to over a million. 
Few county library systems cover the whole of the geographical, much 
less the administrative, county area; some counties provide for munici- 
palities much larger than others with their own municipal services; 
there is little coordination of independent towns and the surrounding 
county districts, and much duplication of provision where county 
headquarters are situated in towns with their own libraries. 
Nevertheless, despite this untidy, unsuitable framework, a great deal 
has been achieved, and progress continues steadily. Only 44,000 people 
in Great Britain and Northern Ireland are without any public library. 
Issues per head of total population have increased from 4.4 in 1935 to 
6.77 in the year 1951-52,and expenditure from Is. OYzd. to 4s. ll/zd.Sum-
mary statistics showing conditions are published every year in the 
Library Association R e c ~ r d . ~  The present state of county libraries is 
described in a The fifth quin- conference paper by H. D. B ~ d g e . ~  
The author is City Librarian, Westminster Public Libraries, and President of the 
Library Association in England. 
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quennial Report on the Municipal Library System of London and the 
Home Counties, 1944 was issued in 194f3.4 A detailed account based 
on the personal investigation of twelve surveyors in 1936 appeared in 
the Library Association's Survey of Librarieq5 and the McColvin Re- 
ports of 1942 describes the situation as it was at that time. Further, 
McColvin outlines the position of 1950 in the centenary issue of the 
Library Association Record,7 which also includes a brief account of 
the movement since its beginnings by W. A. M~ n f o r d , ~  the author 
of the most recent history of British public libraries, Penny Rate.9 For 
a popular account of public library development and organization the 
reader may go to British Libraries, by McColvin and Revie.lo 
As may be expected absolute local autonomy, with neither aid and 
encouragement nor intervention and policy dictation by central gov- 
ernment, has produced a wide variety of provision. Progressive authori- 
ties have been able to develop and experiment; apathetic and backward 
authorities have been permitted to offer grossly inadequate services. 
The Library Association has continuously striven to spur the latter to 
achieve at least average standards. Of its many activities to this end 
mention should be made of a booklet entitled A Century of Public 
Library Service,ll which was sent to all authorities asking them to 
review their work, and which many followed with excellent results. 
Much of the same material was used in another booklet l2designed for 
general circulation during 1950, in observance of the one-hundredth 
anniversary of passage of the public libraries act. 
Nevertheless, the disadvantages of the present system have been 
long manifest. The public library service now caters to the needs of 
all sections of the community, setting no bounds to the range of ma- 
terials provided, excepting that on the one hand more and more 
librarians are paying less heed to popular demands, and that on the 
other closer cooperation with, and recognition of the existence of, spe-
cial libraries, limits certain categories of more highly specialized sup- 
ply. This catholic and all-pervasive book provision demands that 
readers, whatever their needs, shall have access, directly or indirectly, 
to an almost unlimited range of materials, mostly far beyond the local 
resources of the smaller authorities. Moreover, if the public library 
is to achieve its cultural and educational functions, representative 
stocks must be on display at all, even the smallest, service points. The 
former objective may be attained in large measure by cooperation; 
the latter, and its corollary, the full exploitation of trained staff', de- 
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mands a measure of drastic reorganization, Much progress has been 
made in the former, little in the latter direction. 
Cooperation has manifested itself in several forms, notably in 
schemes for the inter-lending of books. The nationwide system of 
regional bureaus, embracing all public and a great many special 
nonpublic libraries, with the National Central Library as the coordi- 
nating element, was described in Lusmoore Ne\vcoinbe's Library CO- 
operation ira the British Z . s ~ e s . l ~ r i e f e rbut more recent accounts are 
given in articles by R. J. Bates on the National Central Library,14 
P. H. SewelllS and J. G. S ~ u r f i e l d ~ ~the regional bureaus, and on 
L. W. Sharp li on library cooperation in Scotland. This interlibrary 
lending system has gone far towards giving truth to the boast that 
there is available "any book for any man anywhere"; but, like every 
living aspect of librarianship, it is always subject to the criticism of 
those who would improve it, and the Executive Committee of the 
National Central Library and the National Committee on Regional 
Cooperation recently commissioned R. F. Vollans to prepare a de-
tailed critical report, which has lately appeared.lR 
However, since libraries can lend only the books that they possess, 
attention has been given to securing the maximum coverage within 
each of the regions. The most important scheme is being c!eveloped 
by the London metropolitan borou~hs-a plan which divides between 
the various boroughs the responsibility for acquiring current publica- 
tions and for retaining older materials in a joint reserve, a part of the 
total field of knowledge being allocated to each borough. This and 
certain allied projects are described in articles by K. G. M ~ n t , l ~ - ~ l  
and a similar arrangement in the South Eastern Region is outlined by 
W. J. The London metropolitan boroughs have also agreed to 
lend books on one another's borrowers' tickets, thus overcoming the 
limitations imposed by local government boundaries. Over 86,000 
volumes were so lent in 1951. This tendency is spreading throughout 
the country, though it is still handicapped by the existence of unequal 
standards in neighboring areas. Nevertheless, the example of one 
London authority, which will lend on the ticket of any library au-
thority in the world, may well in time be universally followed. 
The larger unit of library service could result either from voluntary 
action or from a reorganization of the areas and powers of local authori- 
ties imposed from above. Library authorities have always enjoyed the 
right to combine, and the non-county boroughs can if they wish 
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relinquish their powers so that their libraries become part of the 
county system. Few have done so. In 1941 the Library Associatio~l 
Council, resolved to be ready with a blueprint for the postwar library 
service, commissioned L. R, LlcColvin to make a thorough study and 
field survey, a task rendered financially possible by the Carnegie United 
Kingdom Trust. His report includ(.d proposals for creating ninety- 
three library service units, each uniting town and country and pos- 
sessing the necessary financial resources to make full stock provision 
and adequate staffing economically possible; suggested grants from 
the central government and government inspection; and proposed other 
reforms. This was the basis for the Library Association Council's pro- 
posals 23 which were presented to the first postwar General Yleetjng in 
1946 2 h n d  adopted, except for the clauses relating to the size of 
library areas. R. Irwin's discussion of this matter also is of 
One of the principles then accepted was the desirability of a govern- 
ment grant, but the Association's efforts to secure it were rejected by 
the local authorities' associations at a time when these were in a mood 
to resent any further participation of the state in local affairs. Yet, 
though none of the main objectives of the Report and the Proposals 
have yet been attained, it wwld  be wrong to think that this brave 
effort to create a better-based national service has been in vain. 
Though it is not possible in a short article to isolate and define as 
trends the ideals and objectives discussed in the books next to be 
mentioned, they will show how librarians have been thinking, what 
they have been seeking to do, and, often, what they have been doing. 
They are L. S. Jast's The Library and the C0mmunity,2~ E .  A. Savage's 
A Librarian Looks at Readers *7 and Special Librarianship in General 
Libraries and Others Papers,2R PIfcColvin's Libraries and the Public,29 
and Leyland's Wider Public Library.30 
There have not been any fundamental changes in basic techniques, 
which are described in the sixth edition of James Duff Brown's Manual 
of Library E ~ o n o r n y , ~ ~  Library Organization,32 Headicar's Manual of 
Carnell's Library Admin&ration,3%nd such works on special aspects 
as Collison's Library Assistance to reader^.^^ County library history 
and practice are dealt with in Carnell's County Libraries 35 and Os- 
borne and Sharr's County Library P r a c t i ~ e . ~ ~  There has been, however, 
constant preoccupation with new methods, services, equipment, and 
such matters, evidenced by a wide variety of periodical articles which 
have been summarized since 1928 in the Library Association's The 
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Yeah  Work in Libra~ianship.~7I t  is to be regretted that this publica- 
tion will cease with the volume for 1949, but papers issued since then 
are included in Libray  Science Abstracts. A brief account of develop- 
ment, with notes on new buildings and the like, appears each year in 
the Annual Report of the Council of the Library Association. 
Special aspects to which much attention has been given in recent 
years are library service for hospitals38 and pris0ns,3~ and some 
libraries are providing service for old people, including personal 
delivery and staff visits to the bedridden and to the elderly folk 
living alone. The question of how far the public library should engage 
in extension work is constantly debated, as is the relationship between 
the school library and the public library's children's department; 40 
and the views of the Library Association on the latter have been out- 
lined in a me i n~ r a ndum .~~  Though only a few public libraries as yet 
have collections of microfilms or reading and reproducing apparatus, 
several are developing good loan collections of gramophone records 
of music and language study courses; 42 and more attention has been 
given to the provision of books in foreign languages.43 Local history 
collections have long been a feature of most 45 and re-
newed interest in the preservation of local archives has led to the 
formation of a standing committee of the Library Association to pro- 
mote work with them, and to insure whenever possible a close asso- 
ciation of archival material with local collections of books, prints, and 
other items. The Library Association has recently established a com- 
mittee to promote the development of library services in the British 
colonies.46 
Librarians have not, alas, been as much concerned with library 
architecture 47 as they might had conditions been different. During and 
since the war few new buildings have been erected. We have had to 
be content with temporary premises and adaptations, and even these 
are for the time being under an "economy" ban. 
Though the last decades have seen no fundamental change in the 
general basis of staff recruitment and training,48 two important de- 
velopments must be noted. Before the war there was only one full- 
time school of librarianship in Great Britain; now there are ten, all 
the new schools being at technical and commercial colleges, preparing 
students for the examinations of the Library Association. Second, since 
the war all local authorities have adopted nationally negotiated scales 
for salaries, with general, clerical, and professional gradings and 
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national conditions of service. These scales will not be fully effective 
until authorities are obliged to grade, suitably and adequately, all 
their professional staffs; and so far only one award, fixing the minimum 
grade for an assistant in charge of a branch or department employing 
three other assistants, has been secured. It cannot be denied, how- 
ever, that when this first step is followed by others, the improved status 
and rewards of library workers will go far to attract better personnel, 
and to offer remuneration to those already employed which is just and 
better related to their abilities and responsibilities. 
Finally, the Library Association has continued to be a great influ- 
ence in promoting the development of library services, raising stand- 
ards, uniting librarians, and establishing fruitful relationships between 
librarianship and many associated aspects of activity. J. D. Stewart 
gives a useful summary of its 
What of future trends? In the opinion of the present writer the out- 
standing ones are these. First, we are steadily and continuously im- 
proving standards of provision, and are thus both increasing the volume 
of worth-while public service and raising the prestige of public 
libraries. Consequently, libraries have suffered far less from economic 
blizzards than once they would; they can look to the future with con- 
fidence. Second, more attention is being paid and will be paid to 
reference and information work; and especially, in the immediate 
future, to making the public library, in close association with research 
organizations, a better medium for the wide dissemination of scientific 
and technical information. Third, because our training facilities are 
vastly better, because of slow but steady improvement in the status 
and rewards of librarianship, and because of the incalculable value of 
the Library Association's system of professional registration, we shall 
have tomorrow a better equipped body of professional men and women, 
with a keener appreciation than ever before of the vital importance of 
their work. 
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Unesco and Public Libraries 
EVERETT  N .  P ETERSEN  
DURING five years, activities to encour- THE PAST 
age the development of public libraries as centers of popular education 
and culture have occupied a prominent place in Unesco's program. In 
this time a number of successful projects have been launched with 
substantial concrete results, and a constantly growing network of 
librarians associated in the work of Unesco has been established in 
many countries. 
In carrying out activities in this field, Unesco has acted in close 
cooperation with governments, library associations, and individual 
librarians. With their help it has organized seminars and conferences 
to bring together librarians from all over the world or from a region, 
to examine their problems together and formulate plans of action which 
they could put into effect when they returned home. It has followed 
up on such meetings by publishing the papers produced and distribut- 
ing them to librarians, educators, and government officials throughout 
the world, and by other means. I t  has set up a pilot project, in collabora- 
tion with national authorities, to provide a demonstration of first-rate 
public library service in a region previously without such service, 
awarded fellowships to librarians for study abroad, encouraged the 
organization of literacy campaigns and production of simply written 
material for newly literate people, and carried out many other activities 
which facilitate the spread of public library services. 
These projects have been organized by Unesco, not as ends in them- 
selves, but as stimulants to far wider action by governments, library 
associations, and individual librarians, on whom rests the ultimate 
responsibility for the development of public libraries. It is heartening 
to realize that these activities have resulted in the creation of new 
libraries and new services in existing libraries, and a general quicken- 
ing of the public library movement in many countries. 
The author is Head of the Public Libraries Development of Unesco. 
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Nevertheless, in traveling from country to country one is struck with 
the great lack of public library services, and past achievements shrink 
when one realizes that most of the people in the world have never 
even seen a public library. Whole countries occupied by millions of 
people have not one public library worthy of the name, few trained 
librarians, no library schools, no library literature nor "tools" in the 
language of the country, no library associations, and few publications 
which the common people can read. Often a library situation like this 
is accompanied by staggering general problems, such as widespread 
illiteracy, poverty, and disease, which obviously have a considerable 
bearing on public library development. One has only to look at the 
countries where the public library movement has reached its most 
advanced state to realize that prerequisites for such development are 
a relatively high educational level, a high standard of living, and a 
healthful environment. It  is true that a library can be started under 
difficult circumstances, but public library development for a whole 
country can proceed only at a rate approximating the rate of general 
improvement in the conditions under which the people live. These 
basic improvements are being made in many parts of the world, but 
progress must be measured in years, rather than in days and weeks, 
and for this reason world-wide activities to extend public library cover- 
age can only be considered as a long-term effort. 
Several important projects were undertaken by Unesco in the public 
library field. In 1947, as a first step in implementing its public library 
program, Unesco engaged Emerson Greenaway, then head of the Enoch 
Pratt Free Library in Baltimore, as a consultant, to make a survey of 
public library services in Europe. Greenaway's report provided a valu- 
able basis for work in that region, and on his recommendation, a 
Unesco public library charter was drafted to give librarians and the 
general public in all countries a clear picture of the guiding prin- 
ciples of public library service endorsed by Unesco. The charter was 
published as a leaflet and poster under the title, The Public Library, 
a Living Force for Popular Ed1~ation.lThousands of copies were dis- 
tributed in English, French, Spanish, Italian, and Arabic to Unesco 
Member States throughout the world. Displayed in libraries and dis- 
tributed to adult education groups and other organizations, the docu- 
ment has helped spread the modern concept of public library service 
and has provided support for progressive librarians, particularly in 
places where public libraries are not yet well advanced. 
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Unesco has organized three public library meetings which have 
given librarians an opportunity to work out their problems together 
and to acquire new knowledge and enlarged points of view. Participa- 
tion in such gatherings with colleagues from all over the world has 
brought courage and determination to many librarians, who realized 
for the first time that they were not alone with their difficulties but 
members of an international movement working on the same problems. 
Publication of the recommendations and papers of these meetings has 
provided these and other librarians with needed support in convincing 
local authorities that public library services are indeed essential. 
In organizing these meetings, Unesco requests governments to send 
their leading librarians and those who are likely to be the leaders of 
tomorrow. The points are that the conferences and seniinars are really 
useful only if they conduce to action, and the most effective and ex- 
tended action can be taken by people whose positions give them some 
power and influence. 
In 1948 Unesco, in collaboration with the International Federation 
of Library Associations and the government of the United Kingdom, 
organized the first international summer school for librarians in Man- 
chester and London, England. Fifty librarians from nineteen countries 
took part in the meeting, which lasted four weeks. The American 
participants were: Wallace Van Jackson, formerly head of the United 
States Information Service Library in Monrovia, Liberia; Helen Wes- 
sells, now editor of th~e Library Journal; and Marietta Daniels, Associ- 
ate Librarian, Columbus Memorial Library, Pan American Union. The 
work was guided by an international faculty consisting of a Norwegian, 
a Britisher, an Indian, a Belgian, and an American in the person of 
Leon Carnovsky, Professor of Library Science in the Graduate Library 
School at the University of Chicago. The course included lectures by 
the faculty and guest speakers, discussions, and demonstrations. The 
'laboratory" for the school was the Manchester Public Library, which 
was an eye-opener for librarians from countries where public library 
services are little developed. Subjects discussed included the philosophy 
of public librarianship, book selection policies, the development of 
extension services, adult education group programs and reader's ad- 
visory services, relations with other educational institutions and spe- 
cial social groups, work with children and adolescents, the organiza- 
tion and administration of public libraries, technical processes, per- 
sonnel, and finance. 
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The London session, which took place during the final week of the 
school, was timed to coincide with the meeting of the International 
Federation of Library Associations. It was thus possible for the school 
to secure a number of outstanding librarians as guest speakers. Among 
them was Carl Milam, then director of United Nations libraries. The 
following countries were represented at the school: Australia, Belgium, 
Brazil, Canada, China, Denmark, France, Great Britain, Greece, Haiti, 
Hungary, India, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, South Africa, 
Switzerland, Turkey, and the United States of America. 
Unesco's second public libraries meeting, the Seminar on the Role 
of Libraries in Adult Education, was held in the Stadsbibliotek of 
Malmi5, Sweden, in 1950. This modem and attractive library was an 
excellent headquarters for the seminar. Indeed, the interiors of the 
Stadsbibliotek and its principal branch made a marked impression on 
the participants. Even those from countries where public libraries are 
most advanced collected photographs and specifications for future use 
in planning new buildings. 
Participants in the seminar came from Argentina, Australia, Austria, 
Belgium, Canada, Ceylon, Colombia, Denmark, Egypt, France, Ger- 
many, India, Italy, Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzer- 
land, the United Kingdom, the U.S.A., and Venezuela. American par- 
ticipants were: Ralph Munn, Director of the Carnegie Library of Pitts- 
burgh; Fern Long, Supervisor, Adult Education Department, Cleve- 
land Public Library; and Helen T. Steinbarger, Consultant in Adult 
Education, Public Library of the District of Columbia. 
Preparation and collection of material for the meetings began months 
in advance. Thus, when the seminar opened, it was possible to provide 
participants with a number of working papers in English and French 
which had been prepared by experts in various countries. and with 
detailed discussion outlines drafted by the group leaders. Extensive 
documentation on library adult education work had been assembled 
for the seminar library, and an exhibition showing what libraries are 
doing throughout the world had been set up in the main meeting- 
room. Approximately fifty films, as well as film-strips, were also on 
hand for use during the meeting. 
The director of the seminar was Cyril 0.Houle, Dean of University 
College at the University of Chicago, who also led one of the groups. 
The other group leaders were Lachlan F. MacRae, Chief Librarian of 
Fort William Public Library, Canada, and Yvonne Oddon, Librarian 
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of the Musee de l'Homme in Paris and formerly consultant in Unesco's 
Fundamental Project in Haiti. Most of the credit for the outstanding 
work accomplished at this seminar is due to the excellent leadership 
provided by this top-flight team of experts and the efficient collabora- 
tion of Ingeborg Heintze, Director of the Malmo Stadsbibliotek. 
The work of the seminar was laid out according to three general 
topics, each assigned to a working group. Participants could choose the 
section they wished to join. Group I, under Houle, discussed the basic 
character of adult education in the library, and the planning, organ- 
izing, carrying out, publicizing, and evaluating of library adult educa- 
tion programs, especially in countries were library services are reason- 
ably well developed. Group 11, led by MacRae, concerned itself with 
audio-visual materials and techniques in library adult education, i.e., 
films, radio, television, recordings, discussion groups, and exhibitions. 
Group 111's subject was the establishment of library service as an aid 
to adult and fundamental education in underdeveloped regions. Oddon 
was the leader of this third group. 
The seminar was run on democratic lines, with leadership spread 
among as many people as possible. In the middle of the first week, as 
soon as the participants began to know one another, they were asked 
to elect three members who would serve on a steering committee with 
the director and group leaders. This committee met regularly through- 
out the four weeks to decide on policies, appoint other committees, 
and handle various matters which came up for discussion. Every effort 
was made to ask all participants to serve on committees or to accept 
special assignments, such as acting as chairman of a plenary session. 
Thus responsibility for the work and success of the meeting was widely 
distributed, with the result that the spirit and teamwork of the seminar 
were excellent. 
There was no air of the classroom in Malmo. Lectures were few 
and limited to the first three days. The groups began their meetings 
immediately after the opening ceremonies, and during the first week 
each participant had an opportunity to speak for ten minutes or so 
about himself and his work. After that, any changes desired by the 
groups were made in the provisional discussion outlines, and the par- 
ticipants began discussing some of the general points on the agenda. 
As soon as the shape of the various problems to be considered was 
clearly seen, the groups broke up into small committees for intensive 
study and exchange of ideas on specific topics. 
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An evaluation committee elected by the seminar sent a questionnaire 
to all participants nine months after the meeting to check on action 
taken as a result of the seminar. The report of this committee, of which 
Ralph hlunn was chairman, has been widely distributed in mimeo- 
graphed form.2 
In response to a request made by the members of the Malmo 
Seminar, the government of Sweden and Unesco have collaborated in 
the production of a 16mm. sound film on Swedish public libraries, 
called The Road to Books. Prints in English, French, and Spanish will 
soon be distributed to Unesco National Commissions, for showing to 
librarians and educators as well as to the general public in Member 
States. 
In October 1951 Unesco held a conference on the development of 
public library services in Latin America, in the Biblioteca Publica 
hlunicipal of SLo Paulo, Brazil. The meeting was convened in collabo-
ration with the Organization of American States and the Brazilian au- 
thorities to consider basic public library problems in Latin America, 
and to draft plans and recommendations for the development and ex- 
tension of public library services in the region. Seventeen countries 
and four international organizations were represented at the meeting 
by 119librarians, of whom 63 were observers from Brazil. 
The twenty-one-story Biblioteca Pliblica Municipal in Siio Paulo was 
an excellent site for the conference. I t  provided good quarters and a 
good example of public library services in action. In addition, SLo 
Paulo has a children's library, a university library, and mobile services 
for workers, all first-rate and of interest to the librarians from other 
parts of Latin America. 
The main work of the conference was carried out in four commis- 
sions, where the discussions were of a practical kind and directed 
toward action. The broad subjects considered were: development of 
public library services on a regional or national scale; inter-American 
action needed for public library development; library services for 
children in public and school libraries; and professional training for 
work in public libraries. The commissions' work was based on twenty- 
one working papers, most of which were distributed with a fifty-six 
page bibliography and other documents several weeks before the 
meeting. The four volumes in the series of Unesco Public Library 
Manuals were used as background documents. 
The following definition and statement of public library objectives, 
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which owe much to the American Library Association, were adopted 
by the conference: 
"The Public Library, a product of modem democracy, and its fore- 
most agent for the integral education of the people, is the institution 
which conserves and organizes human knowledge in order to place it 
at the service of the community without distinction of profession, 
creed, class or race. Its objectives shall be: (1) to offer the public 
information, books, diverse materials and facilities for the best service 
of their interests and intellectual requirements; ( 2 )  to stimulate free- 
dom of expression and a constructive critical attitude toward the solu- 
tion of social problems; ( 3 ) to educate man to participate in a creative 
manner in community life and to promote a better understanding 
between individuals, groups and nations; ( 4 )  to extend the activities 
of the centres of learning, offering new educational possibilities to the 
people. In order to fulfill its objectives the Public Library must enjoy 
absolute freedom in its task of diffusing culture, and ample autonomy 
to function." 
The conference then pin-pointed and analyzed some of the top 
priority problems which must be solved if public libraries in Latin 
America are to carry out these objectives and become more effective 
agencies for the education of the masses. As a result of its deliberations, 
the meeting recommended the enactment of national library laws 
and provision of adequate financial support for public libraries, in- 
creased public library services for workers' education, establishment 
of national bibliographic centers, increased exchange of publications 
in the region, publication of more books and pamphlets especially 
suited to people who have recently learned to read, expanded and im- 
proved library services for children, translation and preparation of 
books on library science, and more library schools. The conference also 
made suggestions concerning the location of the public library pilot 
project and the bibliographical center to be organized by Unesco in 
Latin America. 
The conference placed considerable stress on practical accomplish- 
ments as a result of the meeting, and appointed a committee to check 
with conference members, in the middle of 1952, on action taken. 
Other follow-up activities are being undertaken by the Library Spe- 
cialist in Unesco's Havana office, who was appointed shortly after the 
S5o Paulo meeting. 
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This year the spotlight will turn on Africa, when Unesco holds a 
public library seminar in Ibadan, Nigeria, for the librarians of Africa. 
The preliminary arrangements for the meeting will be made before 
this article appears in print, when the writer and Yvonne Oddon, 
Librarian of the Musee de I'Homme, who will direct the seminar, 
make a trip to Dakar, the Gold Coast, Nigeria, Leopoldville, Brazza- 
ville, and Algiers to do the spade work for the seminar. 
A series of publications called the Unesco Public Library Manuals 
has resulted from the meetings described above. The first three volumes 
in the series were based on material produced at  the 1948 school in 
England. The others contain a selection of the working papers and 
group reports of the other meetings. All of the volumes have been 
published in English, French, and Spanish, and some in Arabic and 
Italian as well. They are "best-sellers" among Unesco publications-one 
country alone has ordered 3,000 copies of each volume-and many of 
the editions have been reprinted. The following are the volumes which 
have already appeared: Education for Librarianship by J .  Periarn 
Danton; Public Library Extension5 by Lionel R. McColvin; Adult 
Education Activities for Public Libraries by Carl Thornsen, Edward 
Sydney, and Miriam D. Tompkins; Libraries in Adult and Funda- 
mental Education; the Report of the Malmij Sernin~r ,~  edited by Cyril 
0 .  Houle; and Development of Public Libraries in Latin 
the report on the SBo Paulo Conference, published in the autumn of 
1952. 
The Unesco Bulletin for Libraries, which is distributed to 8,000 
institutions throughout the world, often prints material on public 
libraries. A recent article which proved very useful was "Public Library 
Service to Labour Groups," by Dorothy Bendix,Whairman of the 
American Library Association Joint Committee on Library Service to 
Labor Groups. The January 1951 issue of the Unesco Bulletin of Funda- 
mental Education was entirely devoted to the subject of libraries in 
fundamental education. 
One of Unesco's most successful activities is the Delhi Public Library, 
a pilot project organized by Unesco and the government of India. 
Opened by Nehru, the Prime Minister, in October 1951, the library 
now has over 10,000 registered borrowers. I t  lends 24,000 volumes and 
serves 67,000 people every month. Its fast-growing book collection 
already totals approximately 20,000 volumes, most of which are in 
Hindi and Urdu. Among the library's most popular features is an active 
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program of lectures, discussions, story hours, and film showings for 
adults and children. Fifty of these meetings each month draw over 
3,000 people. 
Established to give special service to new literates, the library is 
setting up deposit stations in literacy centers and starting a program 
for production of easy-to-read books for people who have recently 
learned to read. I t  is also translating profusely illustrated children's 
books published in the United States and other countries. However, 
new editions of these books are not being published at this time. 
Instead, the Hindi or Urdu translation is printed on small strips and 
pasted over the original text in a copy of the foreign edition of each 
book. The translations are also made available to other Indian libraries. 
The project has had a large bookmobile constructed, and planned to 
begin mobile service to outlying parts of Delhi late in 1952. 
The Delhi Public Library, as a pilot undertaking, is intended to 
stimulate similar developments elsewhere. The General Conference 
of Unesco is accordingly being asked to include in the 1953-54 pro- 
gram several internships, to enable librarians from neighboring coun- 
tries to work at the project, for the purpose of gaining experience 
which would be useful to them in organizing public library service 
along similar lines in their countries. Proposed too is an evaluation 
of, and final report on, the project at the end of 1954, when Unesco's 
active association with the library is scheduled to cease. Such a report, 
which would sum up all of the findings of the enterprise applicable 
elsewhere, should be extremely useful to organizers of public library 
services in conditions similar to those found in Delhi. Also likely is 
a film on the library's activities, which will probably be made soon. 
The library is financed jointly by Unesco and the government of 
India, the latter bearing the larger share of the expenditure. Unesco 
has agreed to contribute $60,000 during the period 1951-1954, subject 
to approval of successive sessions of the General Conference, and the 
Indian government will provide $120,000 during the same period, 
conditioned on the approval of its Parliament. It is anticipated that 
after 1954 the library will be financed entirely by the Indian authorities. 
A project similar to the Delhi library will be organized next year in 
Latin America. Preliminary arrangements have already been made with 
the government of Colombia, where it will be situated. 
Unesco has awarded twenty-one fellowships to librarians from fifteen 
countries for study abroad, and under its Technical Assistance program 
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has granted thirteen additional library fellowships. Some of the fellows 
have specialized in public library work and have made all or part of 
their study tours in the United States. The Exchange of Persons pro- 
gram has been particularly helpful in giving an impetus to library 
development in countries where young librarians have no opportunity 
to see first-rate library services. 
Unesco has worked constantly to surmount or remove the barriers 
which hamper the free flow of books and other educational, scientific, 
and cultural materials from country to country. One of these has been 
circumvented by the Unesco Coupon Scheme, which since 1918 has 
enabled libraries and other institutions in "soft" currency countries to 
use their own currencies to buy books from "hard" currency countries. 
The procedure used is now well known. Unesco prints the coupons 
and sells them to Unesco National Commissions in each participating 
country, usually for dollars, pounds sterling, or francs. The National 
Commissions, in turn, sell the coupons to libraries and other institutions 
for their national currency. Booksellers receiving coupons send them 
to Unesco for redemption in their own currency. An example may 
make this clearer. A librarian in, say, India may wish to order an 
American publication. He  buys a Unesco coupon from his National 
Commission, paying for it in rupees. He  sends the coupon, with the 
title and author of the book he wants, to the American Booksellers' 
Association, which forwards it to the appropriate publisher. The 
publisher sends the requested book to the Indian librarian and later 
forwards the coupon to Unesco for redemption in dollars. 
Operation of the scheme is made possible by a "hard" currency re- 
serve, provided by Unesco and supplemented by funds from the sale 
of coupons in "hard" currency countries. The American Library Asso- 
ciation Council adopted a resolution at the 1952 midwinter meeting, 
urging American librarians to use Unesco coupons to pay foreign 
bookseller's bills in order to make additional dollar credits available 
for the purchase of American books by foreign institutions and readers. 
Thirty countries have participated in various sections of the scheme 
for books, films, or scientific materials, and approximately two million 
dollars worth of coupons have been issued. 
Great progress was made in 1952 in removing several barriers 
hindering the free circulation of publications and certain other items, 
when the Unesco Agreement on the Importation of Educational, Scien- 
tific, and Cultural Materials went into effect. The agreement abolishes 
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import duties on foreign books, and eases the restrictions in certain 
countries on purchase of foreign currency for payment abroad. So far 
eleven countries have ratified the covenant and nineteen others have 
signed it. 
In 1951 Unesco launched the Unesco Gift Coupon Scheme in the 
United States, the United Kingdom, and France. Under this plan, 
Unesco prints and sends to clubs and other organizations in these 
donor countries booklets of gift stamps which the organizations sell to 
their members. Each stamp booklet sold pays for one Unesco Gift 
Coupon, which is a form of international check or money order used 
to purchase books, films, ant1 equipment for needy public libraries 
and other institutions. 
During the past two years Unesco has successfully begun a new 
kind of international aid-the reconstruction of library collections which 
were devastated during the war, by volunteer workers from foreign 
countries. In 1950 and 1951 groups of Danish and Swedish librarians 
and students literally saved the collections of the library of Valognes 
in France. In 1951 Unesco encouraged and helped a similar effort by 
the United Nations Student Association of Great Britain and the 
British Library Association, which have been able to give assistance 
to the hlunicipal Library at Dunkirk and to the National and Uni- 
versity Library at Strasbourg. This work is now spreading. The en- 
thusiasm of the first delegations has inspired the International Students' 
Movement of the United Nations to form groups of volunteer workers, 
and the British associations intend to continue their exertions. 
A large part of Unesco's program is in the field of education, and 
many activities, such as literacy campaigns, production of publications 
for neo-literates, and seminars and training courses for educators, have 
a close relationship to the development of public libraries. For this 
reason, the Education Department and the Libraries Division work 
in cloSe cooperation on projects which concern both. The Libraries 
Division has prepared working papers, set up exhibits, or sent rep- 
resentatives to many Unesco meetings on adult, fundamental, and 
workers' education. Also, plans are now being evolved for the estab- 
lishment of rural library services in connection with the Fundamental 
Education Training and Production Center in Patzcuaro, Mexico, and 
training in public library techniques for educators at a similar center 
to be set up  in Egypt is a likely future development. 
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